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Executive Summary
In late 2013, the Committee on Financial Services (Committee) initiated a review of
the Obama Administration’s contingency planning in the event that the debt ceiling is not
raised. The Committee’s efforts to obtain relevant documents from the Department of the
Treasury (Treasury) and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (New York Fed) were met
with non-compliance, necessitating the issuance of subpoenas to both agencies. Almost two
years after its initial inquiries, the Committee finally obtained copies of internal records of
the New York Fed showing that Treasury has not been forthright with Congress or the
American people concerning the Administration’s debt ceiling contingency planning.
Specifically, these documents show that:









Treasury is capable of prioritizing principal and interest payments on the debt and
the New York Fed has been running “tabletop” debt ceiling exercises regarding these
sorts of contingencies since at least March 2011.
Treasury has sought to withhold from Congress and the American people
information about the Administration’s contingency plans, for the purpose of
pressuring Congress to acquiesce to the Administration’s position that any increase
in the debt ceiling not be accompanied by spending constraints.
Contrary to Treasury’s testimony before Congress that the Administration has never
made any decision to prioritize debt payments, internal New York Fed documents
reveal that Treasury was planning to prioritize payments during the debt limit
impasses of 2013.
Internal New York Fed documents reveal that both New York Fed and Federal
Reserve Board employees objected to Treasury’s efforts to conceal the
Administration’s contingency plans because concealing this vital information added
unnecessary risk to an already volatile situation.
Treasury appears to have actively obstructed the Committee’s investigation of this
matter by directing the New York Fed to withhold information from the Committee
for approximately two years.

The Committee is releasing this report to allow the American people and holders of
U.S. Treasury debt to make informed judgments on this important issue.
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The Obama Administration’s Debt Ceiling Subterfuge: Subpoenaed Documents
Reveal Treasury Misled Public in Attempt to “Maximize Pressure on Congress”
Background
The debt limit or debt ceiling is a legislative limit set by Congress that restricts
Treasury from issuing new debt or borrowing beyond that limit. The Constitution
authorizes Congress to spend, tax, and borrow,1 and Congress imposes a limit on debt that
may be issued while entrusting Treasury with the details.2 The total federal debt includes
all debt held by the public, that is, borrowing from outside the federal government, which
includes foreign governments, the Federal Reserve, foreign central banks, and private nongovernment investors. It also consists of “intragovernmental debt,” or debt owed by one
part of the government to another, which includes, for instance, the Social Security trust
funds.3
While Treasury issues debt, the Federal Reserve System acts as the banker for the
government. Each of the Reserve Banks, including the New York Fed, sells, services and
redeems Treasury securities. Also, the New York Fed manages electronic funds transfer
(EFT) systems that allow electronically originated credits and debits to be cleared quickly.4
One such system in particular, Fedwire, was developed by the Federal Reserve System to
transfer large-dollar payments among depository institutions and other government
agencies. Fedwire and the other EFT systems managed by the New York Fed are a vital
part of the “plumbing” of the U.S. financial system, clearing and settling over $4 trillion
worth of transactions daily.5
Ensuring that the government is able to borrow money is important to securing
continuous operations of federal programs. If the debt limit were reached, the government
would not be able to pay all of its outstanding obligations. The limit may prevent Treasury
from issuing new debt to help fund certain government accounts, such as the Social
Security trust funds. Arguably, if the limit were reached, Treasury would be in a difficult
position: it has a duty to pay obligations and invest trust fund surpluses, but it also would
not be able to issue more debt and raise capital to pay the government’s obligations and
make investments into the trust funds in the first place.6 To reduce the impact on financial
U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 1 (“The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties,
Imposts and Excises . . . .”); id. cl. 2 (“The Congress shall have Power . . . To borrow Money on the
credit of the United States . . . .”).
2 The debt limit is codified in 31 U.S.C. § 3101.
3 See Intragovernmental Holdings and Debt Held by the Public, BUREAU OF THE FISCAL SERVICE ,
available at https://www.treasurydirect.gov/govt/charts/principal/principal_govpub.htm (last
accessed Jan. 3, 2016).
4 See About the New York Fed: Wholesale Product Office, FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK
(last accessed Jan. 3, 2016), available at http://www.newyorkfed.org/aboutthefed/org_wholesale.html.
Although each Reserve Bank uses EFT systems, the New York Fed, through its Wholesale Product
Office, is responsible for managing the systems on behalf of the Fed.
5 Id. A large number of payments also are cleared through private clearing houses such as the
Clearing House Interbank System.
6 See generally, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3321 et seq.
1
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markets in the event the debt ceiling is reached, it has been argued that the Administration
could prioritize principal and interest payments on the debt over other government
obligations7—a proposition that the Obama Administration has aggressively attempted to
refute.8
As of January 4, 2016, the total outstanding debt is 18.900933 trillion.9 Because of
the recently-signed Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, the Administration can borrow freely—
without being subject to any debt ceiling—until March 15, 2017.10
Treasury Department Representations Concerning the Prioritization of Debt
Payments in the Event the Debt Ceiling Is Not Raised
Rather than assure the American people that the Administration would—or even
could—prioritize principal and interest payments on the government’s debt in the event
that the debt ceiling is not raised in order to maintain the creditworthiness of the United
States, Treasury has chosen instead to issue a series of public statements casting doubt on
the Administration’s ability and willingness to prioritize these payments.
Representation 1: Debt Payment Prioritization Is Infeasible
During the debt ceiling negotiations of 2011, then-Treasury Deputy Secretary Neal
Wolin made the following public statement on the Treasury Notes Blog webpage:
Secretary Geithner made clear that any default on legal debt obligations of
the U.S. would be unthinkable. In response, Members of Congress of both
parties have indicated agreement that the United States must honor its
obligations. Treasury disagrees with suggestions by some that Congress
could somehow evade this responsibility by passing legislation to “prioritize”

See, e.g., Steven Hess, United States Government Shutdown and Debt Limit: Answers to Frequently
Asked Questions, MOODY’S INVESTORS SERVICE (Oct. 7, 2013), available at
http://rokita.house.gov/sites/rokita.house.gov/files/Moodys%20Report.pdf (“We believe the
government would continue to pay interest and principal on its debt even in the event the debt limit
is not raised, leaving its creditworthiness intact.”); US Economics Analyst, Issue No. 13/40, The Debt
Limit: How, When, and What If, THE GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP, INC. (Oct. 5, 2013), available at
http://pdfserver.amlaw.com/cc/US%20Economics%20Analyst%20-%20October%205%202013.pdf (“In
the event that the Treasury lacks adequate cash to make all of its scheduled payments, technical
complexities and legal uncertainties might prevent a full prioritization of all payments. However, we
do believe that the Treasury could ensure that enough cash was available to make interest payments
on Treasury securities.”).
8 See e.g., infra notes 11 and 14.
9 See Bureau of the Fiscal Service, Daily Treasury Statement (Jan. 4, 2016), available at
https://www.fms.treas.gov/fmsweb/viewDTSFiles?dir=w&fname=16010400.pdf. The current level of federal
debt can be found in Table III-C of the Daily Treasury Statements, which are available at
http://fms.treas.gov/dts/index.html.
10 See Bipartisan Budget Act § 901 (2015). See also Rebecca Shabad, President Obama signs 2-year
budget deal, CBS NEWS (Nov. 2, 2015), available at http://www.cbsnews.com/news/president-obamasigns-2-year-budget-deal/.
7
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payments on the national debt above other legal obligations of the United
States. While well-intentioned, this idea is unworkable.11
Deputy Secretary Wolin’s statement created the misleading impression that
prioritizing principal and interest payments on the debt—as has been suggested by
Moody’s, Goldman Sachs, and others12—is infeasible as a proposition and, therefore, is not
an option available to the Administration in the event the debt ceiling is not raised.13
Secretary Lew’s testimony before the Senate Finance Committee on October 10,
2013, reiterated Deputy Secretary Wolin’s suggestion that prioritizing payments is an
infeasible course of action:
Chairman BAUCUS: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I would like to focus a
little bit on a concept that some suggest as a way out of this problem and
which some suggest is feasible, and I disagree with. It is called prioritization.
You touched on it.
...
Just walk us through the prioritization difficulties, please. . . . How do you
reprogram computers?
Secretary LEW: Well, Mr. Chairman, I have to tell you, I do not believe
there is a way to pick and choose on a broad basis. The system was not
designed to be turned off selectively. So anyone who thinks that it can be done
just does not know the architecture of our multiple payment systems, which
are very complex. They were designed properly to pay our bills. They were not
designed to not pay our bills.
Chairman BAUCUS: In short, prioritization just does not work.
Secretary LEW: I think prioritization is just default by another name. It
is just saying that we will default on some subset of our obligations. But we
are still--by definition, if we do not have enough money to pay all of our bills,
we will be in default on our obligations.
...
Senator TOOMEY: . . . [A]s the Secretary of the Treasury, are you
prepared to assure us, but, more importantly, the millions of Americans who
are investors in U.S. Treasury securities and the entire American economy,
See e.g., Neal Wolin, Treasury: Proposals to “Prioritize” Payments on U.S. Debt Not Workable;
Would Not Prevent Default, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY (Jan. 21, 2011) (emphasis added),
available at http://www.treasury.gov/connect/blog/Pages/Proposals-to-Prioritize-Payments-on-USDebt-Not-Workable-Would-Not-Prevent-Default.aspx.
12 See, e.g., supra note 7.
13 Because of Treasury’s misleading statements and refusal to assure the American people of the
Administration’s ability to prioritize debt payments on the debt, many members of Congress,
including the Democratic Members of the House Ways and Means Committee, have been led to
believe that the Administration may not be able to prioritize payments on the debt. See e.g.,
Democratic Members of the House Committee on Ways and Means, Experts agree: Prioritization is
“default by another name,” (Sept. 9, 2015), available at
http://democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/blog/experts-agree-prioritization-%E2%80%9Cdefaultanother-name%E2%80%9D.
11
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that under no circumstances will you permit a missed payment on a U.S.
Treasury security obligation?
Secretary LEW: Senator, the only way to make sure we could pay all of
our obligations is for Congress to act and raise the debt limit. No President
has ever had to decide whether to pay some bills and not others.
Senator TOOMEY: I understand. That is a different question, though.
Secretary LEW: The law is complicated, and I am not the one who makes
that decision, as you know. I think that if you look---Senator TOOMEY: You would make the decision.
Secretary LEW: No, no. It is actually not my decision. It is something
that the President would have to decide. And I am telling you that it would
put us into default if we went to a place where we could pay one bill and not
others. What would you say to people on Social Security who are not getting
paid?
Senator TOOMEY: Mr. Secretary, I have acknowledged that it is very
disruptive and that is not where I hope to go, but I only control one vote in
the Senate and the administration controls zero, and they control zero votes
in the House. So it would seem to me the only appropriate thing to do is plan
for a contingency. So are you telling me that the President would decide to
ensure that we would not miss a payment on Treasury securities?
Secretary LEW: Senator, what I am telling you is there is no good solution
if Congress fails to raise the debt limit, and that is why the President has
called on Congress to raise the debt limit.
...
Senator TOOMEY: And I certainly hope that the President will work with
us so that we can avoid this, but, frankly, I am shocked that the Secretary of
the Treasury will not assure the financial markets, American investors and
savers, and the millions of people who hold Treasuries, that they do not have
to worry about the security of their Treasuries. I am extremely disappointed.
Secretary LEW: I would refer you back to statements by President
Reagan and Secretary Jim Baker, who made the same warnings that I am
making, because only Congress can act to raise the debt limit. No President
has ever been put in the position of having to figure out what bad option they
choose if Congress does not act.
Senator TOOMEY: I understand. I am almost out of time. On Tuesday,
the President said, and I quote, “We plan for every contingency. So, obviously,
you know, worst case scenario, there are things we will try to do,” end quote.
Could you tell us about these contingencies?
Secretary LEW: Senator, the options are all bad.
Senator TOOMEY: I agree.
Secretary LEW: I tried to, earlier, describe how complicated the Federal
payment system is. There is no way to make our Federal payment system
work well to pick and choose what we pay. So we are going to be in a place
which is uncharted territory, and anyone who thinks it works smoothly--it
would not work smoothly.
Senator TOOMEY: Nobody said this would be smooth.
Secretary LEW: It would not work smoothly. It would be chaos.
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Senator TOOMEY: The question is whether the Treasury is prepared to
try to minimize the disruption.
Secretary LEW: Obviously, we have looked at many options. There have
been reports indicating things that have been looked at over the years.
Nobody has ever had to put any of these into effect. They are not tested.14
May 7, 2014 Letter to Chairman Hensarling: Treasury Appears to Backtrack from
Statements Implying that Prioritization is Infeasible
Because Secretary Lew’s testimony before the Senate Finance Committee on October
10, 2013, called into question the Administration’s ability to prioritize payments in the
event the debt were reached, the Committee sent Treasury a letter on December 6, 2013,
requesting information pertaining to the New York Fed’s Fedwire securities payment
system and the Administration’s debt ceiling contingency plans, including all records in
Treasury’s custody and control “relating to any plan for whether or how to continue making
principal and interest payments on Treasury debt if the nation’s borrowing limit is not
raised.”15
In a letter dated March 14, 2014, more than three months after the Committee’s
initial request, Treasury’s Assistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs Alastair Fitzpayne
advised the Committee that prioritizing debt payments was “unworkable,” but failed to
produce any of the documents requested by the Committee.16 The Committee renewed its
request for documents on March 25, 2014, informing Treasury that continued failure to
produce the records voluntarily would result in issuance of a subpoena to compel their
production.17 On April 8, 2014, Treasury provided the Committee with a substantively
incomplete production of records pertaining to one of the Committee’s December 6, 2013,
information requests, consisting primarily of news updates and summaries of
Congressional hearings concerning the debt ceiling that Treasury and New York Fed
employees e-mailed one another.18 In addition, Treasury’s letter advised the Committee
that Treasury was “working to identify and review” documents pertaining to the
Administration’s debt ceiling contingency plans.19
With over four months having elapsed since its initial request, the Committee sent
Treasury a letter on April 25, 2014, advising that “the Committee will soon notice a
business meeting to take place on May 7, 2014, for the purposes of authorizing subpoenas to
compel the production of any withheld records and the testimony of witnesses with

The Debt Limit: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Finance, 113th Cong. (October 10, 2013)
(emphasis added), available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-113shrg88306/pdf/CHRG113shrg88306.pdf.
15 See Appendix 31.
16 See Appendix 27. Rather than comply with the Committee’s request, Treasury merely produced to
the Committee an August 2012 letter that the Council of Inspectors General on Financial Oversight
wrote in response to an inquiry from Senator Orrin Hatch.
17 See Appendix 33.
18 See Appendix 6.
19 Id.
14
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knowledge pertinent to the matters under investigation by the Committee.”20 On May 7,
2014, the day on which the Committee was scheduled to authorize subpoenas and the day
before Secretary Lew was scheduled to testify before the Committee at a statutorily
required hearing on international financial matters, Treasury advised the Committee that
it was “now in a position to make additional responsive documents available to the
Committee, including sensitive materials related to the operation of the Fedwire Securities
System.”21 Treasury’s letter acknowledged what Secretary Lew’s previous Congressional
testimony had sought to obscure: that the Administration was “technologically capable” of
prioritizing payments on the debt.22
Representation 2: The Administration Has Never Made a Decision to Prioritize
Debt Payments in the Event that the Debt Ceiling Were Not Raised
During his appearance before the Committee on May 8, 2014, Secretary Lew
indicated at least twice in an exchange with Representative Mick Mulvaney that, while
technologically capable of doing so, Treasury has never made a decision to prioritize
principal and interest payments in the event the debt ceiling were not raised:
Mr. MULVANEY: I want to follow up on Mr. McHenry’s questioning
regarding the letter that you sent last night regarding prioritization of
payments. And I think you said to him that while it was technologically
possible to prioritize payments, that it would still constitute default because
Social Security checks wouldn’t go out, contracts wouldn’t be fulfilled, et
cetera. Is that an accurate representation of your testimony to Mr. McHenry?
Secretary LEW: It is close.
Mr. MULVANEY: That is fine. How do you define “default?”
Secretary LEW: I think when the Government of the United States fails
to meet its obligations, it is in default of whatever obligation it has failed to
meet.
Mr. MULVANEY: So to you it means more than just not paying principal
or interest on debt?
Secretary LEW: Correct.
Mr. MULVANEY: And it is your understanding, then, based on your letter
of last night, that if the Treasury has sufficient funds, it will be able to make
principal and interest payments on debt?
Secretary LEW: No. All I said last night is that a check-writing system
could work. It is not my decision to choose what to pay and what-Mr. MULVANEY: No, that is not what you said last night. You said that
the New York Fed’s systems would be technologically capable of continuing to
make principal and interest payments-See Appendix 25.
See Appendix 24.
22 Id.; see also Tim Reid, “Treasury says debt payments could be prioritized in default scenario,”
REUTERS (May 9, 2014) (noting that in a letter to the Committee on May 7, 2014, “[t]he Treasury
Department has admitted for the first time that the government is technically capable of prioritizing
payments”), available at http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/09/us-usa-treasury-debtidUSBREA480R520140509.
20
21
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Secretary LEW: Technologically capable.
Mr. MULVANEY: --while Treasury was not making other kinds of
payments. And my question to you is, if the Treasury is making payments on
principal and interest but not making other payments, is that default, in your
mind?
Secretary LEW: Congressman, first of all, you did not accurately restate
my letter because it does not-Mr. MULVANEY: Actually, I read it word for word.
Secretary LEW: But you are leaving out the words “technologically
capable.” It does not say that the payments will be made; it is not my decision.
Only the President of the United States can decide whether or not to do that.
Mr. MULVANEY: Did you tell anybody outside of Treasury-Secretary LEW: --and that decision has never been made by a President of
either party.
Mr. MULVANEY: Did you tell anyone outside of Treasury--did you tell
anyone who owns any debt of the United States of America that their
principal and interest payments could technologically be paid--were capable
of being paid--in the event the debt ceiling was not-Secretary LEW: The question that I was asked and answered on many
occasions was has a decision been made, and I answered “no.”
Mr. MULVANEY: But the question you are being asked now, sir, is did you
tell anybody else on Wall Street, anybody who owns any debt, that they were
capable of being paid in the event the debt ceiling did not get raised?
Secretary LEW: I can’t speak for all conversations that might have
happened. I am not aware of any conversation I-Mr. MULVANEY: I am not asking about all--I am asking about your
conversations.
Secretary LEW: I am not aware of any conversation-Mr. MULVANEY: Did you ever tell Morgan Stanley they were going to get
paid? Did you ever tell Bank of America they were going to get paid?
Secretary LEW: I have no recollection of any conversation that I had with
any party.
Mr. MULVANEY: Do you have any recollection of having any conversation
with any Wall Street firms regarding prioritization of payments?
Secretary LEW: Look, I had many conversations where people asked what
the decision was and I have said to them what I have said here.
Mr. MULVANEY: I am not asking about the decision; I am asking you
about the capability. The letter last night said it was technologically capable
of making the payments. Who else knew that?
Secretary LEW: Congressman, the-Mr. MULVANEY: When did you know that they were technologically
capable of making the payments?
Secretary LEW: The question of whether or not we make payments is theMr. MULVANEY: I am not asking that. Mr. Lew, when did you know the
payments could be made?
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Secretary LEW: Congressman, I would have to check; I don’t recall the
date. But the issue is--and I don’t know why anyone would want to be in a
place where the United States-Mr. MULVANEY: But that is not my question, sir. My question is not why
we would want to know; the question is, why did your testimony change?
Secretary LEW: My testimony did not-Mr. MULVANEY: And who else did you tell? Who were you telling-Secretary LEW: Congressman, my testimony didn’t change.
Mr. MULVANEY: --back in October that they were going to be paid when
you were on national television telling people we were going to default? That
is my question.
Secretary LEW: Because you asked me my definition of default, it is the
same today as it was then. If the United States of America fails to pay-Mr. MULVANEY: So if we ask you on television next time if debt-holders
will be paid, you will say “yes?”
Secretary LEW: No Congress has ever put the United States in a position
where it couldn’t pay its bills, and no Congress-Mr. MULVANEY: But next time the debt ceiling becomes an issue and
people ask you, “Will debt holders be paid,” will you say yes? My time is up.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.23
Every time Secretary Lew has been asked about the debt ceiling in Congressional
testimony over the past two and a half years, he has offered the same refrain: raising the
debt limit is the only conceivable solution and any suggestion that the Administration
should—or even could—prioritize principal and interest payments on the debt in the event
the debt ceiling is not raised should not be taken seriously. Because of the oversight efforts
of this Committee, Treasury eventually was forced to concede the point that prioritizing
debt payments is technologically feasible. Rather than advise Congress about the
Administration’s debt ceiling contingency planning, however, Treasury chose obfuscation
and misdirection, insisting that the Administration never made a decision to prioritize
debt payments during the debt ceiling standoff of 2013.24

The Annual Testimony of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the International Financial
System: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Fin. Services, 113th Cong. (May 8, 2014) (emphasis added),
available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-113hhrg88540/pdf/CHRG-113hhrg88540.pdf.
24 Secretary’s Lew’s misleading testimony before the Committee on May 8, 2014, echoes statements
in then-Treasury Assistant Secretary Alastair Fitzpayne’s March 14, 2014, letter to Chairman
Hensarling, in which he represented that, “With respect to proposals to prioritize certain payments
over others, the idea of ‘prioritization’ has been rejected by every President and Secretary of the
Treasury who has considered it. It is unwise, unworkable, unacceptably risky, and unfair to the
American people.” See Appendix 27. Former Assistant Secretary Fitzpayne reinforced this canard in
his letter of May 7, 2014, the day before Secretary Lew testified before the Committee, stating that
“We stress that no decision regarding what to do in such a situation was made during the recent debt
limit impasses, and potential responses have not been tested.” See Appendix 24.
23
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Committee Findings
Notwithstanding Secretary Lew’s Congressional testimony that prioritization is an
infeasible proposition not meriting the Administration’s serious consideration, internal New
York Fed documents obtained by the Committee reveal a very different story.
Treasury Has Not Been Forthright About the Administration’s Capabilities and
Plans Concerning the Prioritization of Debt Payments
At the same time that Treasury was insisting to Congress and the American people
that prioritization is unworkable,25 Treasury and New York Fed officials were working
behind the scenes on a prioritization plan.26 For example, an internal New York Fed
document entitled “Notes for Briefing for Governor Powell” dated September 30, 2013,
indicates that New York Fed staff were “preparing for two scenarios related to Treasury
hitting the debt ceiling.”27 Specifically, the New York Fed contemplated servicing the debt
but not making other payments.28 Likewise, records show that the Administration has
been preparing debt ceiling contingency plans and running “tabletop exercises” since at
least 2011 that take into account various payment prioritization scenarios, including the
prioritization of social security, veterans’ benefits, and principal and interest payments over
other government obligations.29 Moreover, during the 2011 debt limit standoff, “in
consultation with Treasury,” the New York Fed considered a scenario where it would decide
to invoke “special debt ceiling crisis procedures.”30
The New York Fed took this situation very seriously, believing that reaching the
debt ceiling was a “plausible scenario.”31 In fact, in preparation for the 2013 debt ceiling
discussions, the New York Fed ran another tabletop exercise on April 9, 2013, that
considered a scenario where Congress passes legislation “mandating that SSI, veterans
benefits and P&I payments be prioritized over all other government obligations,” and where
the Secretary of the Treasury [would] meet with the Fed Chairman . . . and agree that the
Federal Reserve should pursue actions to honor and settle [these] payments.”32 Thus, in
contrast to the testimony of Treasury officials implying that such plans would be
“unworkable” and therefore unthinkable in a debt-ceiling event, it is clear from internal
New York Fed records that the Administration viewed these plans in a very different light
and had seriously considered prioritizing payments during the debt ceiling standoff of 2013.

See supra notes 23-24.
See e.g., Appendices 1-5, 7-9.
27 See Appendix 1 at 25.
28 See id.
29 See e.g., Appendices 1-3.
30 Appendix 2 at 31. In this March 16, 2011, Tabletop Exercise, the New York Fed considered a
hypothetical situation on May 31, 2011, where “Congress passes and the President signs legislation
mandating that SSI, veterans benefits and P&I payments be prioritized over all other government
obligations.” Id. at 44.
31 See Appendix 2 at 31.
32 Appendix 3 at 56.
25
26
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Indeed, not only do internal New York Fed records show that the Administration is
capable of prioritizing principal and interest payments, but these documents reveal that the
Administration was in fact planning to prioritize debt payments in the event the debt
ceiling were not raised during the impasses of 2013 in order to protect the creditworthiness
of the United States.33 For example, a draft e-mail listing points discussed at a debt ceiling
meeting on October 7, 2013, for review by New York Fed President Bill Dudley, indicates
that Treasury would prioritize payments and that the New York Fed would not need “to do
contingency planning for rolling a security with delayed principal payments.”34 In fact, an
internal e-mail from an official in the New York Fed’s Financial Institution Supervision
Group indicates that Treasury had made a decision to prioritize debt payments as early as
September 17, 2013:
Treasury is adamant they will make P&I payments. Not considering
possibility of missing debt payments.35
This position was reiterated in another internal New York Fed e-mail sent on
September 20, 2013, stating that:
Treasury continues to be adamant that they will make principal and interest
payments on the debt. This is a slightly different position than prior
exercises where prioritization of debt payments was not specified. (This
stance is subject to change.)36
Likewise, in an internal e-mail sent on September 23, 2013, a New York Fed official
advised her colleagues that “[a]s you may have heard, unlike the 2011 planning around
prioritizing payments and rolling maturities, the Treasury has said they will make all P&I
payments this time around.”37 Similarly, in an e-mail dated September 24, 2013, a New
York Fed counsel and vice president indicated that “Treasury has assured us” that the
possibility of delayed or unpaid principal and interest payments on the debt “will never
happen.”38

See Appendices 10-19.
Appendix 10 at 194. See also id. (“Again, Treasury intends to prioritize P&I. However, it is
important to continue to stress that if there is a significant risk of not being able to pay P&I the
following day, it will be important to make the decision early.”).
35 See Appendix 17 at 224 (emphasis added).
36 Appendix 14 at 212 (emphasis added).
37 Appendix 11 at 197 (emphasis added).
38 Appendix 19 at 232. In addition, handwritten notes from New York Fed staff in attendance at
meetings regarding the debt limit on or around October 8, 2013, also indicate that “Treasury will
prioritize” and that the focus will be on “protecting P&I.” Appendix 12 at 200. However, despite
Treasury’s reassurances that the Administration would prioritize principal and interest payments on
the debt, the New York Fed continued to take prudent steps to plan for contingencies, and on
September 27, 2013, a Senior Vice President from the Fedwire Security Service sent an e-mail
stating that although “Treasury has directed the Reserve Banks that they intend to make P&I
payments,” staff at the New York Fed nonetheless drafted “very detailed contingency procedures”
which included “broadcast messages, if ultimately asked to delay End-of-Day, roll the dates, delay
P&I payments, or not make P&I payments.” Appendix 13 at 210.
33
34
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Secretary Lew Misled Congress about the Administration’s Debt Ceiling
Contingency Plans
As detailed above, internal New York Fed documents indicate that the
Administration contemplated and eventually decided to prioritize principal and interest
payments in the event that the debt ceiling were not raised—and the New York Fed was
planning accordingly.39 Secretary Lew misled Congress when he testified that the
Administration had never decided to prioritize debt payments if the debt ceiling were not
raised. In fact, Treasury was “adamant” as early as 2013 that the New York Fed should
make such payments.40 Secretary Lew’s later testimony that the Administration had never
“decided” to prioritize debt payments because such authority resided in the President, and
not the Treasury Secretary, presented Congress with an incomplete and inaccurate picture
of events. Treasury’s clear insistence to the New York Fed that the Administration would
prioritize principal and interest payments on the debt strongly suggests that it had or
would have obtained the President’s approval to execute its contingency planning if
necessary. Moreover, despite misleading the Committee more than a year ago on this
matter of crucial importance to U.S. and global financial markets, neither the Secretary nor
any of his staff at Treasury has made any effort to date to correct the Congressional record.
Treasury Withheld the Administration’s Debt Ceiling Contingency Plans from the
American People “to Maximize Pressure on Congress” to Acquiesce to the
Administration’s Position in the Debt Ceiling Negotiations
Internal New York Fed records reveal that Treasury has been attempting to restrict
communications concerning its prioritization plans for the express purpose of creating
market uncertainty in an effort to pressure Congress to acquiesce in the Administration’s
“no negotiation” posture on the debt ceiling.41 For example in a particularly telling e-mail
describing the discussions that took place at a briefing concerning the debt ceiling with
Federal Reserve Governor Jerome H. Powell, a New York Fed counsel and vice president
advised the General Counsel of the New York Fed that Governor Powell informed those
present at the briefing that “Treasury wants to maximize pressure on Congress by limiting
communications about contingency planning.”42
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York and the Federal Reserve Board Objected to
Treasury’s Efforts to Conceal the Administration’s Contingency Plans, Calling
Treasury’s Approach “Crazy, Counter-Productive”
Internal New York Fed records show that both the New York Fed and the Federal
Reserve Board had grave concerns with Treasury’s political decision not to inform the

See e.g., Appendices 1, 10-19.
See e.g., Appendix 14 at 212; Appendix 17 at 224; Appendix 19 at 232.
41 See Appendix 1; see also e.g., Appendices 10-18 for examples of New York Fed internally describing
Treasury’s “close hold” on information concerning the Administration’s plans pertaining to the
prioritization of debt payments.
42 Appendix 1.
39
40
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public of the Administration’s debt ceiling contingency plans.43 Specifically, these records
indicate that Federal Reserve Board staff “strongly encouraged Treasury to reveal its plan
in advance” so that the private sector could adequately prepare itself for a debt ceiling
event, but Treasury was “very reluctant” to do so.44 New York Fed staff internally
described Treasury’s “close hold” approach as “crazy, counter-productive, and add[ing] risk
to an already risky situation.”45 Thus, rather than choosing the responsible course of action
advocated by the Federal Reserve to ensure that the private sector was as prepared as
possible for a debt ceiling event, Treasury opted instead to conceal its contingency planning
from Congress and the public to advance the Administration’s political ends.
Treasury Appears to Have Actively Obstructed the Committee’s Investigation of the
Administration’s Debt Ceiling Contingency Plans
1. Treasury apparently directed the New York Fed not to answer valid
Congressional oversight inquiries because Treasury knew the answers would
expose the dishonesty of the Administration’s public statements.
The Committee has sent the New York Fed no less than six letters and a subpoena
since November 6, 2013, demanding records related to Treasury’s contingency plans in the
event the debt ceiling were not raised.46 In response, the New York Fed has sent the
Committee six letters indicating that because Treasury had declined to authorize the New
York Fed to produce the requested records to the Committee, the New York Fed believed it
was not permitted to comply with the Committee’s information requests.47
Internal New York Fed records also show that New York Fed staff believed that they
were prohibited from answering valid Congressional inquiries concerning the
Administration’s debt ceiling contingency plans because Treasury had not authorized them
to do so.48 For example, in response to Committee staff’s questions about how the Fedwire
system works, a New York Fed employee indicated to Committee staff that, “Based on the
context of your question, the Federal Reserve, as a fiscal agent, is not authorized to speak
on behalf of what Treasury may or may not do.”49 After dismissing this legitimate
Congressional inquiry, New York Fed employees then internally discussed how they were
See, e.g., Appendix 20 at 236 (“Treasury has been very reluctant to provide any information to the
private sector regarding its plans. Board staff has strongly encouraged Treasury to reveal its plans
in advance to allow the private sector to prepare sufficiently.”); Appendix 21 at 240 (noting that the
New York Fed “was advised against making any updates/changes” to its debt limit procedures given
Treasury’s direction not to discuss the Administration’s contingency plans concerning delayed
principal and interest payments); Appendix 22 at 243 (noting that Treasury deleted a New York Fed
employee’s description of the Fedwire Securities procedures and that Treasury’s “close hold” on the
Administration’s debt ceiling contingency plans “is crazy, counter-productive, and adds risk to an
already risky situation.”).
44 See Appendix 20.
45 See Appendix 22.
46 See Appendices 45-48, 38, 42,
47 See Appendices 28-30, 35, 40, 43.
48 See Appendix 23.
49 Id.
43
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not “at liberty” to “speak generically with a Congressional staffer about how Fedwire Securities
works, given that his questions are in the context of what we will do if the debt ceiling is
reached.”50
In light of what the internal New York Fed documents indicate, it is now obvious
why Treasury fought so hard to prevent their production to the Committee: Treasury knew
that the documents would expose the disingenuousness of its public statements and the
political gamesmanship at the heart of its strategy for pressuring Congress to accept a
“clean” extension of the debt ceiling.
2. Treasury has failed to comply with the Committee’s subpoena and information
requests pertaining to the Administration’s debt ceiling contingency plans
In six letters sent between December 6, 2013, and March 10, 2015, the Committee
requested that Treasury produce records to allow the Committee to assess the
Administrations’ debt limit contingency plans.51 After a subpoena was threatened in April
2014,52 Treasury reluctantly allowed the Committee to view certain documents that were
not completely responsive to the Committee’s requests and, in any event, refused to let the
Committee keep the documents after the review was complete. Treasury’s actions
constituted a refusal without valid justification to voluntarily provide the Committee with
all records on its behalf and on behalf of the New York Fed.
Accordingly, given Treasury’s failure to comply with the Committee’s information
requests concerning the Administration’s debt ceiling contingency plans, the Committee
subpoenaed both the Treasury and the New York Fed on May 11, 2015, to compel the
production of these long-requested records. In its May 26, 2015, response letter to the
Committee’s subpoena, the New York Fed noted that “Treasury has advised us that
Treasury is working with the Committee to respond to the Subpoena, and will be
addressing the Subpoena on behalf of both the Treasury (the fiscal principal) and the New
York Fed (the fiscal agent).”53 Treasury likewise informed the Committee on May 26, 2015,
that “we have advised the New York Fed that Treasury will continue to address the
Committee’s requests to Treasury and the New York Fed for information” regarding the
debt limit.54
Three months later, Treasury had failed to produce even a single subpoenaed record
pertaining to the debt ceiling to the Committee on behalf of either itself or the New York
Fed. On August 27, 2015, the Committee sent both the Treasury and the New York Fed a
letter demanding compliance with the Committee’s subpoena and requesting transcribed
interviews with relevant Treasury and New York Fed staff to explain why the Committee
had not received any of the subpoenaed records.55 Rather than agreeing to make the
requested officials available for transcribed interviews with Committee staff, on September
Id.
See Appendices, 31-33, 25-26, 34.
See Appendix 25.
53 See Appendix 35.
54 See Appendix 36.
55 See Appendices 37-38.
50
51
52
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3, 2015, Treasury and the New York Fed notified the Committee that Treasury would soon
be producing records responsive to the Committee’s subpoena on behalf of both Treasury
and the New York Fed.56 On September 4, 2015, Treasury delivered to the Committee a
restricted-access electronic document, which was read-only and did not permit searching or
printing, containing 2,250 pages of records pertaining to the debt limit.
Because Treasury’s production was both markedly incomplete and produced to the
Committee in a format that seemed clearly designed to prevent a meaningful review of the
materials, the Committee sent letters to Treasury and the New York Fed on September 14,
2015, and September 17, 2015, respectively, demanding full compliance with the
Committee’s subpoena and again asking for transcribed interviews of New York Fed
employees.57 On September 24, 2015—the day that the New York Fed was required to
indicate whether it would make the requested employees available for transcribed
interviews with Committee staff—the New York Fed advised the Committee of its
understanding that “Treasury intends to produce, no later than Monday, September 28,
2015, all of the documents that the New York Fed determined to be responsive to the
Subpoena.”58 On September 29, 2015, Treasury confirmed that it would soon provide the
Committee with “all documents identified by the New York Fed as responsive to your
requests,” and eventually delivered to the Committee another restricted-access electronic
document containing 3,878 pages of records.59
These two restricted access documents were unusual, not only for their choice of
format, but also because the entirety of the first set of 2,250 pages of records were again
contained in the second set of 3,878 pages.60 A comparison of these two restricted-access
See Appendices 39-40.
See Appendices 41-42.
58 See Appendix 43.
59 See Appendix 44; Secretary Lew wrote a letter to Speak John Boehner on October 1, 2015, to
inform Congress and the public that the nation would soon reach the debt limit sooner than
anticipated. See Letter from Jack Lew, Sec’y, Dep’t of the Treasury, to John Boehner, Speaker, U.S.
House of Representatives (Oct. 1, 2015), available at
http://www.treasury.gov/connect/blog/Pages/Treasury-Sends-October-Debt-Limit-Letter-toCongress.aspx; see also Kristina Peterson and Nick Timiraos, Debt-Ceiling Deadline Puts New
Pressure on Boehner, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (Oct. 2, 2015), available at
http://www.wsj.com/articles/debt-ceiling-deadline-puts-new-pressure-on-boehner-1443827007.
60 The format of the records that Treasury provided is also notable in that the Committee’s subpoena
requested that records be produced in their original electronic format, which is the standard for
document productions in litigation and for investigations by government regulators. The two
electronic documents Treasury provided would not have met this standard even if the access
restrictions were removed. The documents Treasury provided took hundreds if not thousands of
original e-mails from the New York Fed, put them in a printed format, and combined them into one
large PDF.
56
57

The New York Fed has the tools to produce documents in the requested electronic format; the New
York Fed indicated as much in a December 4, 2014, letter sent in response to the Committee’s
November 17, 2014, inquiry into what tools the New York Fed had to collect and produce
electronically stored information in response to a Congressional request or subpoena. Treasury,
however, did not respond to the Committee’s letter seeking the same information.
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electronic documents is telling. Based on the Committee’s review, it appears that the first
set of records are a subset of the second set that were physically printed, re-ordered, rescanned, and then given new document identifier numbers. Furthermore, certain records
in the first restricted-access electronic document are broken into individual pages and
scattered throughout the entire document. The logical inference is that Treasury had all of
the 3,878 pages of records in its possession when it only delivered 2,250, and that Treasury
removed the records crucial to the Committee’s investigation from its first production.
Treasury has failed to provide the Committee with an adequate explanation as to why the
second production of 3,878 pages again contain the previously delivered 2,250 pages, but in a
new order and with new document identification numbers.61
Moreover, virtually all of the records from Treasury’s second production, including
all of the records revealing important details about the Administration’s contingency
planning, are internal New York Fed documents. The internal Treasury records included
in Treasury’s second production, on the other hand, are markedly incomplete, consisting
primarily of news articles and Congressional Research Service and Government
Accountability Office reports related to the debt limit that Treasury employees e-mailed one
another.
Treasury’s actions to date appear to constitute obstruction of the Committee’s
legitimate oversight and investigation efforts.
The Administration Owes ,t to WKHAmerican People to be Honest and Transparent
about Its Debt Ceiling Contingency Plans
While it may be in the Administration’s strategic political interest to keep its
extensive debt ceiling contingency plans secret, the Administration nevertheless has an
obligation to share this important information with the American people. The records
disclosed in this report—which the Committee was able to obtain only after almost two
years of persistent effort and through the exercise of Congress’s compulsory powers—call
into question the credibility of senior Administration officials (including the Secretary of
the Treasury) on matters of great importance to the U.S. economy and global financial
markets. As America is set to approach yet another moment of truth on its fiscal future in
or around March 2017, and inevitably on many occasions thereafter if the Nation does not
address its unsustainable spending, the findings of this report will serve to inform a
national debate that is based upon facts, not scare tactics and political brinksmanship.

The only explanation Treasury offered in its letter of September 29, 2015, for reorganizing and
reproducing the previously provided materials to the Committee in this perplexing manner was “[f]or
ease of review” and “[t]o avoid confusion.” See Appendix 44.
61
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

NJ Need-to-Know Memo <$itefeedback@nationaljoumal.com>
Tuesday, October 08, 2013 8:20 AM
Nelson, Michael
With Shutdown Unresolved, Congress Takes Up Debt Ceiling

National Journal
Need-To-Know
Oct.

a. 2013

Congress
White House
National Security
Politics
Emargy:
Economy & Budgf;t
Health Care

NEWS
NO CLOSER TO ENDING GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN, LAWMAKERS BEGIN DEBT
FIGHT. Democratic Senate aides said that Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev, ls
expected to 1'1troduce. a bi!lloday !hat would raise the debt Hmlt through the 2014 midterm
elections, A procedural vote on !he motion could come Friday or Saturday.
ADMINISTRATiON ADVISER SIGNALS OPENNESS TO SHORT-TERM DEAL. National
Economic Councn Director Gene Sperling said Monday that the White House could be
amenable to a short-term increase On the debt cering, which would allow for negotiations to
end the ongoing fiscal battles.
CONGRESS
HOUSE DEMOCRATS PUSH FORWARD ON PROCEDURAL MOTION. House Democrats
are trying lo use a discharge petition to push a vote on a clean spending bill, but it would
need 218 signatures. The continuing resolution - if it overcame that hurdle- likely
not be voteQJ2JLUnti! Oct 28, at the earliest.
AMERICANS SPREADING THE BLAME ON SHUTDOWN. With Republicans continuing to
ask for concessions to President Obama's health law, and Democrats steadfastly refusing, a
CNN/ORC International survey found that 63 percent of respondents said they were angry
w:'l Repub'lcans for tM government shutdown, compared to 57 percent who said they were
angry with Democrats.
HOUSE MOVING FORWARD ON FARM BILL House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, is
expected to appo:nt members \o a joint conference on the legislation, with House
Agr!cullure Committee Chairman Fran!<. Lucas, R- Okla., calling for a meeting between top
negotiators ln advance;
v'tHiTE HOUSE
1
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OBAMA ON CLEAN CR: 'THE HOUSE SHOULD HOLD THAT VOTE TODAY.' President
Qbama on Monday challenged House Speaker John Boehner. R·Ohio, to hold a vote on thii'
Se...,ate-passed continuhg reso'ut!o'1 to fund the government
OBAMA THANKS FEMA STAFF FOR WORKING THROUGH SHUTDOWN. In an
unannounced visit Monday. the president acknowledged furloughed employE}§§ who
returned to work-wl!hout pay-to aid preparations forTroplcal Storm Karen.
FROMAN: TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP ON PACE FOR COMPLETION THIS YEAR.
U.S. Trade Representative Michael Froman sald Tuesday that the participating nations alm
to resolve the remaining pomts of contention-which range from lnte!!ectua! property issues
to environmental concerns-at meetings on the sidelines of the World Trade Organization
summit ln December,
•

In a joint statement on Tuesday, the leaders of Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile,
Japan, Malaysia, Mexlco, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, United States, and
Vietnam said that negotiations are "on track" for completion of the TPP _

NAT10NAL SECuRITY
BilATERAl SECURITY AGREEMENT WITH AFGHANISTAN REMAINS ON TRACK.
Administration officials said Monday that the two countries are stl!! expected to s;gn the oac:
governing the role of U.S. military forces in Afghanistan, despite Afghan President Hamid
Karzai's cnt:c:srrs of the ''great suffering# caused by NATO's presence.
SIX SOLDIERS, THREE POUCE OFFICERS KILLED IN RISING VIOLENCE IN EGYPT.
Clashes between lslamlsts and government-backed forces erupted across the country on
Monday, one day after 53 protesters were killed by government security forces in Cairo.
•

The two sides are U'11ikely to come to :erms soon, partlcularly following a panel of
judges' recommendation that the government dissolve the Freedom and Justice
Party, founded in 201 i by the Muslim Brotherhood.

COTTON lAUNCHES FIRST SENATE AD. The TV spot, which aired over the weekend,
targets Sen. Mark Pryor, D-Ark., on his support for the Affordable Care Act It mentions
Pryor's vote against a provision that would have prevented lawmakers and staffers from
recelvlng health care subsidies, but does not note that it was tied to a continuing resolution.
FORMER WISCONSIN COMMERCE SECRETARY ANNOUNCES BIO AGAINST
WALKER. Mary Burke, a Democrat, highlighted in a video the state's deficit under Gov.
Scott Walker, a Republican who withstood a recall electlon last year, and her own role ln
he:p ""9 to crea:e :oos through her family's business.
"

History, polling, and Walker's fundraislng apparatus suggest that Burke faces an
upn 'l' f ant to unseat the incumoent.

ENERGY
BP, FEOS DiSPUTE AMOUNT OF OIL SPILLED tN OEEPWATER HORIZON BlOWOUT,
The next phase in the trial to determine the extent of BP's liability in the accident bema~
Monday and wm focus on !he size of the spilL
CHiEF ARCHITECT OF CLIMATE ACTION PLANS TO STEP DOWN. Sen'or WMe House
er.v·ronmetita' adv:ser Heather z;U:a: is expected to leave the administration in the next few
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LEW TO TESTIFY THURSDAY ON DEBTCEIUNG. Treasury Secretary Jacob law wlli
push for Congress to :ncrease the tieot cel 1ino at an 8:30a.m. Senate Finance Committee
hearing. Lew's appearance comes as some Republicans are downplaying the
consequences of a partial default
FOCUS SHifTING TOWARD DEBT-CEILING DEADUNE. Wlth some furloughed
employees returning to work and Congress considering a proposal to provide back pay,
economists are turning their attention to !he upcoming fight over the country's debt limit and
the poteet a:;y serious econom:c repercussions If Congress allows the U.S. to default
•

Wall Street investors remain confident that Congress will raise the debt ceiling,
though some worry that the sense of calm is allowing members to downglay the
s:tuation's SEV!Ot;SOCSS.

AUGUST REPORT SUGGESTS CONSUMERS REMAIN HESITANT, Consumercredlt
spending carne in above forecasts ln August. but fewer Americans are using credit cards the third month of continuous decline.
SHUTDOWN DERAILS INTERNATIONAL TRADE TALKS. The United States and the
European Union canceled trade taHm scheduled to occur next week in Brussels. with U.S.
trade officials citing staff shortages due to the furlough .

.,
HEAlTH CARE
ACA SITE GLITCHES CONTINUE IN SECOND WEEK Officials say weekend Web repairs
helped, but the site wHI be down agaln early Tuesday mom!ng for more fixes. The
administration has attributed glitches to high traffic, but software problems are also to
blame. The insurance industry is ca!Jlng for pa:ience, saying there Is time to f1x the system
before coverage begins.
ADMlNlSTRATION WILL NOT RELEASE ACA ENROLLMENT DATA UNTIL
NOVEMBER Officials said Monday that the administration will release· monthlv emo::ment
data for the federal exchange when it ls available, after the end of this month. State
exchanges have released data, though they are using varlous metrlcs to evaluate their
marketplaces,
REPORT PROJECT$ SURGE IN MEDICAID ENROLLMENT AND SPENDING. A Ka:ser
sJrvey released Monday shows increases are expected even in states not expandin-g-Medicaid through the Affordable Care Act

(ONE LAST THING. Head Start programs in six states -closed last week due to the
government shutdown - are reopening after philanthropists Laura and John Arnold
Stu m'!:on to help reopen some of the programs.)

Have a news tip? Send us an email at push@nat:ona:journa!.com,

Follow National Journal on Facebook and Tw:tter for news throughout the day.
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If you have questions about your email alerts, managing your account, or scheduling
compl!mentary online training, please contact Client Services at 800-207-8001 or
service@nationa'lournal.com
Copyright 2013 by National Journal Group, Inc.
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From:

Stone McCarthy Research <help@smra.com>

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, October 08, 2013 1:50 PM
Keane, Frank
Debt Limit: McConnell Provision and

Supercommittee Revival

:§;~~.

-r~A

Personalize Your Preferences

Stone McCarthy Research Associates (SMRA} is a subscription service.
This document is for the exclusive use of the recipient and may not be reproduced
or redistributed in any way without explicit permission from SMRA.
October 8, 2013

Debt Limft: McConnell Provision and Supercommittee Revival
For more information, please contact Nancy Vanden Houten,
··Stone ft McCarthy (Princeton)--

Key Takeaways;

-·The House and Senate are moving, but on dffferent tracks, to consider legislation to increase the debt

ceiling.
--Senate leaders want to take up a dean debt limit bill, and may revive an approach for raising the debt
limit known as the McConnell provision.
--House Republicans want to create a "supercommittee" comprised of members from both Houses of
Congress to find a resolution to the sovernment shutdown and debt limit impasse.
·-We don't think an end to the stalemate is imminent.
*·President Obama is expected to weigh in at a press conference shortly.
Both the House and Senate are planning action on the debt limit over the next few days, although their
approaches are quite different.
In the Senate, Majority Leader Reid is hoping to round up the 60 votes that would be needed to advance
debt limit legislation. To get 60 votes, Reid would need all 52 Democrats, the two Independents
that caucus with Democrats and six Republicans. Getting those 60 votes seems llke a possibittty · · some
Republicans are apparently on board·· but it's by no means a done deaL

"clean~

From accounts we've read, the Senate legislation would revive the mechanism that was part of the 20i1
Law that ended that debt limit crisis. That mechanism, often called the McConnell provision after
Minority leader McConnell, required the President to notify Congress when a debt limit increase was
needed. The House and Senate both had the opportunity to vote on a joint resolution of disapprovaL If
both houses passed the resolution, the President would presumably have vetoed the resolution. ln
theory, the resolution of disapproval never made it out of the House. The appeal of the provision to
many in Congress was that the debt limit was increased, whne members stilt had the opportunity to go
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on record opposing it.
The 2011 legislation altowed for cumulative increases tn the debt Limit ranging from S2.1 to $2.4 triUlonJ
but the actuat increase was capped at the lower amount. Getting the fuH SZA trillion required the so·
called deficlt reduction "supercommittee" to produce a deficit reduction deal that became law. We know
that d1dn't happen, and as a result we also got the sequester.
And speaking of supercommittees, House GOP Leaders pian to bring a biU to the floor that would create a
committee to address the government shutdown and the debt limit. The committee would be comprised
of members from both the House and Senate. The committee wouldn't be give specific instructions.
As part of the strategy, the House wlll also consider a bilt to pay government employees who work during
the shutdown. (Some "essentiatu employees don't get paid. We're not sure whether certain employees
work without pay, or whether all employees stop being paid if the shutdown lasts a certain number of
days.) That bilL is expected to pass. The next step would be to merge that bill with the legislation
creating the new committee, and send it on to the Senate. from what we've heard, the thinking on the
part of Republicans ls that the Senate would be forced to abandon its no-negotiating stance and agree to
create the committee, or vote against paying government workers on the job during the shutdown.
Separately, legislation that passed the House that woutd pay furloughed federal workers retroactively
has hit a snag in the Senate.
In addition to the tegislative strategies outlined above, there is widespread speculation that Congress
will enact a short.t.erm debt limit hike, which the Adm1nistration said it wouldn't oppose. Meanwhile, the
President is expected to weigh in at a press conference at 2 p.m. EDT. Also, Treasury Secretary Jack: lew
is set to testify before Congress on the debt limit on Thursday.
Despite the emergence of new strategies tn both the House and the Senate, we don't think an end to the
impasse 1s imminent. We think the government shutdown is likely to !.ast through the end of this week at
!east. We don't expect action on the debt timft before the middle of next week, unless there is a severe
financial market meltdown stemmlng from fear that the government might not meet its obiigations.
Nancy Vanden Houten, CFA

609·683·5237, ext 112

Your preference settings are to receive Economics, Federal Reserve, Treasury, Mortgage&: Agency,
Portfolio Managers Survey, Technlcals and Government Poticy. To customize your emait detivery
preferences by category and/or time follow thls link. This email's categories are Economics, Treasury
and Government Policy.
For more information about Stone McCarthy Research Associates (SMRA)
or its products, email us or caH us at +1-609-683-5237,

Unsubscribe
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From:

Tuesday, October 08,2013 4:04PM

Sent:
To:

Tr prioritization may be discussed by Lew on Thursday -FRSONLY-

Subject~

Politico

10/8/13 2:58PM EDT
President Barack Obama today said his administration is exploring "all contingencies" if
Congress does not increase the government's borrowing limit by Oct. 17.
Obama was responding to a question at a press conference about whether his administration
would "prioritize" payments to make sure bondholders are paid first in the event the debt ceiling
is not increased. Paying bondholders first could avoid the government technically defaulting on
its debt even if it doesn't meet its other financial obligations.
Obama made clear he did not think prioritizing payments was a realistic plan but he did not rule
it out, saying Treasury Secretary Jack Lew would discuss the issue at a Senate Finance
Committee hearing on Thursday,

"Let me be dear: No option is good in that scenario," he said. Obama said that if the
government fails to pay Social Security beneficiaries, veterans or businesses it would mise
questions about the creditworthiness of the United States even ifbondholders are paid on time,
which in turn could raise the government's borrowing costs.
"When J hear people trying to downplay the consequences of that, I think that's really
irresponsible," he said.

Work.-Celt
Policy Expectations & Reserve Forecasting, Markets Group
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
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From;
Sent:
To~

Subject:

Debt Umlt Update 10.08.2013 -FRSONLY-

Note; We have added the Debt Limit Dashboard to MarketSOURCE. Today's dashboard can be found at the followmg
link! https://marketsource.ny.frh.org/publishfview/Debt_Umit_Dashboard~100S13.pdf

Political Developments
•

•

..

No significant progress was made today on the political front to end the partial shutdown of the U.S. Federal
government, as congressional Democrats continued to insist that there was enough bipartisan support (between
Democrats and moderate Republicans) to pass a "dean" continuing resolution (CR), while House Speaker
Boehner remained adamant that enough votes dld not exist. instead, Republican leaders in the House have
indicated they will move to form a "supen:ommittee" comprised of members from both chambers of Congress
to negotiate a deal on government spending and the debt limit. Democrats in the House, howevE-r, are opposed
to such a committee,
Given the continued political impasse, there is a growing expectation among market participants that Congress
may be forced to pass a short-term resoiution on the debt limit, allowing more time for a long-term deal to be
negotiated. At a press conference this afternoon, President Obama reiterated that he would not negotiate until
Congress passed a "clean" CR, though he did suggest he was willing to accept a short-term deal on reopening
the government and raising the debt ceiling if it would help pave the way for a longer-term deal.
Of note, Treasury Secretary Jack lew is scheduled to testify before Congress on the debt limit on Thursday.

Market: Impact
•
Despite the lack of any significant progress, U.S, fiscal negotiations continue to dominate market attention. Debt
limit concerns are being cited for continued increases seen in Treasury bills and term repo markets. The Treasury
bill maturing on October 24th, the first bill potentially impacted by the debt ceiling, is now trading at 27 basis
points, roughly 25 basis points higher since last Monday. In comparison, the maximum yield increase in the first
affected bill in August 2011, seen the day before a debt limit fesolution was reached, was 21 basis points.
o Today's 4-week bill auction stopped out at 35 basis points, 4 basis points higher than the prevailing
11:30 when-issued rate with dealers attributing the decline in interest and below average auction
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..

..

•

statistics to ongoing debt ceiling uncertainty. Following the auction, the l month bill is trading around
26 basis points, levels last seen in late 2008. Bill traders are reporting light activity and some 2-way flow
with a variety of accounts liquidating positions in end~October to mid-November maturities, citing a
potentia! delay of payment as the main concern. 6lll market conditions remain functional though
Hquidlty is reportedly strained and continuing to deteriorate.
Similarly, repo contacts have characterized term repo liquidity as somewhat strained though liquidity in the
ovemight market remains normal. Anecdotally, some dealers are cited as Increasingly more willing to pay higher
rates to secured funding :and avoid the potential of a negative outcome to the debt ceiling debate. Meanwhile,
repo desks have been more cautious about extending balance sheet around 1- to 2-month terms. While dealer
repo contacts continue to expect a resolution to the debt ceiling prior to any missed payments by Treasury, they
appear to hold divergent vlews on the exact timing. Consequently. some contacts have attributed the greater
volumes amid higher price volatility seen in the term GCF cash and futures markets to these divergent views.
Term repo trades through mid-November were reported today between 18 and 21 basis points though in
relatively low volumes within the context of over<:~!! GCF repo activity. This is up from roughly 8 basis points for
similar trades around the beginning of October. Notably, contacts suggest that term trades are predominantly
inter-dealer and being conducted via GCF rather than the broadertriparty market. GCF repo futures rates have
also continued moving higher with the ~t contract now implying an 18 bps average for the rest of the month1
and Nov and Dec maturities implying between 12 and 14 basis point averages for the rest of the year, increasing
by 3 to 4 basis points from last Monday. Separately, contacts note that overnight GC repo markets are reflecting
incremental debt ceiling concerns on the margin though liquidity conditions remain robust. Consistent with thls,
Treasury GC repo for regular settlement tomorrow was last quoted at roughly 12 basis points, about 2 to 3 basis
points above today's range.
Thus far, there have been limited signs the government shutdown or concerns over the debt ceiling have
impacted market functioning of coupon Treasuries. The Desk's relative value pricing model- or spline modelindicates nomina! coupons most likely to experience a technical default are generally trading in· line wlth
comparable securities with measures of market distortion -or average spline errors- within ranges witnessed
since mid-year. That said, some suggest dislocations could Increase ln severity as the debt ceiling deadline nears.
ln the week before the deadline In 2011, the magnitude of spline errors increased for all nomina! Treasuries.

"*Many thanks to TMP and DMM for their contributions.

Markets Group
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
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Sent:
To:

Schmedes, Denise
Tuesday, October 08, 2013 6:24 PM
NY F!SG - Senior Officers; NY FISG FMIF Management

Cc:
Subject

Fw: Debt Limit Update 10.08.2013 -FRSONLVc

From:

Today's

update from Markets Group.

Note: We have added the Debt Limit Dashboard to Mark:etSOURCE. Today's dashboard can

be found at the following

link: https://marketsoun:e.ny.frb.org/publlsh/view/DebLLlmlt_Dashboard_100813.pdf

Political Drw~lopments
No significant progress was made today on the political front to end tht> partial shutdown of the U.S. federal
government, as congressional Democrats continued to insist that there VJas enough bipartisan support (between
Democrats and moderate Republicans) to pass a "dean" continuing resolution (CR), wh!le House Speaker
Boehner remained adamant that enough votes did not exlst. Instead, Republican leaders In the House have
indicated they will move to form a "supercommittee" comprised of members from both chambers of Congress
to negotiate a deal on government spending and the debt limit. Democrats in the House, however, are opposed

to such a committee.
..

"

Given the continued political impasse, there is a growing expectation among market participants that Congress
may be forced to pass a short-term resolution on the debt limit, atlowlng more time for a long: term deal to be
negotiated. At a press conference thls afternoon, President Obama reiterated that he would not negotlate until
Congress passed a "dean" CR, though he did suggest he was wl!!ing to accept a short-term deal on reopening
the government and raising the debtce!ting if it would help pave the way for a longer-term deal.
Of note, Treasury Secretary Jack Lew is scheduled to testify before Congress on the debt limit on Thursday.

Market Impact
•
Despite the

lack of any significant progress, U.S. fiscal negotiations continue to dominate market attention. Debt
limit conc:erns are belng dted for continued increases seen In Treasury bills and term repo markets, The Treasury
bill maturing on October 24th, the first bill potentially impacted by the debt ceiling, is now trading at 27 basis
1
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points, roughly 25 basis points higher since last Monday. In comparison, the maximum yield increase in the first
affected bill in August 2011, seen the day before a debt limit resolution was reached, was 21 basis points.
o Today's 4-week bill auction stopped out at 35 basis points. 4 basis polnts higher than the prevailing
11:30 when-issued rate with dealers attributing the decline in lrrterest and below average auction
statistics to ongoing debt celling uncertainty. Following the auction, the 1 month bill is trading around
26 basis points, levels last seen in late 2008. Bill traders arereporting light activity and some 2-way flow
with a variety of accounts liquidating positions In end-October to mid-November maturities,. citing a
potential delay of payment as the main concern. Bill market conditions remain functional though
liquidity is reportedly strained and continuing to deteriorate.
• Similarly, repo contacts have characterized term repo liquidity as somewhat strained though liquidity in the
overnight market remains normal. Anecdotally, some dealers are cited as Increasingly mare willing to pay higher
rates to secured funding and avoid the potential of a negative outcome to the debt ceiling debate. Meanwhile,
repo desks have been more cautious about extending balance sheet around 1- to 2-month terms. While dealer
repo contacts continue to expect a resolution to the debt ceiling prior to any missed payments by Treasury, they
appear to hold divergent views on the eitact timing. Consequently, some contacts have attributed the greater
volumes amid higher price volatility seen in the term GCF cash and futures markets to these divergent views.
" Term repo trades through mid-November were reported today between 18 and 21 basis points though in
relatively low volumes Within the context of overall GCF repo activity. This is up from roughly 8 basis points for
similar trades around the beginning of October. Notably, contacts suggest that term trades are predominantly
inter~dea!er and being conducted via GCF rather than the broader triparty market. GCF repo futures rates have
also continued moving higher with the Oct contract now Implying an 18 bps average for the rest of the month,
and Nov and Dec maturities implying between 12 and 14 basis point averages for the rest ofthe year, Increasing
by 3 to 4 basis points from last Monday. Separately, contacts note that overnight GC repo m;u:kets are reflecting
incremental debt ceiling concerns on the margin though liquidity conditions remain !'obust. Consistent with this,
Treasury GC repo for regular settlement tomorrow was last quoted at roughly 12. basis points, about 2 to 3 basis
points above today's range.
• Thus far, there have been limited signs the government shutdown or concerns overthe debt ceiling have
impacted market functioning of coupon Treasuries. The Desk's relative value pridng model- or spline modelindicates nominal coupons most likely to experience a technical default are generally trading in•line with
comparable securities with measures of market distortion- or average splfne errors- within ranges witnessed
since mid-year, That said, some suggest dlslacatlons could Increase in severity as the debt ceiling deadline neilrs;
In the week before the deadline In 2011, the magnitude of spline errors increased for all nominal Treasuries.
.. Many thanks to TMP and DMM for their contributions.

Markets Group
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
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From:
Sent
To:

Subject

Potter, .Simon; Dudley. William; Bergin, James P; Dzina, Richard; Stichnoth, Roseann
From yesterday's press conference (references to prioritization)

SSW 10/8/201317:01: Who Gets Paid First lfthe U.S. Hits the Debt Ceiling?
Dbama wouldn't say whether he'd accept a deal that pays bondholders before other obligations
By Karen We!se
Oct. 8 (Bloomberg Businessweek)- President Obama had plenty of strong statements during his lengthy press
conference today. He said the country would face a "very deep recession" if Congress doesn't raise the debt ceiling. He
said Republicans are holding the country "hostage" and that they can't just "wish away chaos." But hls words were
squishier on one topic: whether he'd accept a deal that prioritizes which debts the U.S. will repay flrst.
This is the idea that the government can technically avoid a default if it pays bondholders before paying back
obligations such as Social Security benefits. When Bloomberg's Ju!ianna Goldman asked Obama about whether he's
going along with such a plan, the president wouldn't directly answer the question: "I am going to continue to be very
hopeful that Congress doesn't put us in that positlon," he said.
That's not to say he was warm to the idea. Obama said the country's credit rating would suffer and borrowing costs
would rise If the markets think the government is "not paying all of our bllls on time" -"all" being the operative word.
That echoes the sentiment top Wall Street executives have been telling lawmakers, according to a front-page story In
today's Wall Street Journal. Obama said the government's obligations Include payments to contractors, benefits for
veterans, and Soda! Security checks for seniors.
later, when pressed again on the topic, Obama satd he didn't want to say too mw::h because he knows every word he
mentioned would be parsed for meaning, He's right-just look at the Federal Reserve's struggles to communicate, or
this very blog post. Obama said he'd prefer to defer to Treasury Secretary Jack Lew, who's scheduled to testify in the
Senate on Thursday. He said Lew will make a "formal presentation" then and address the issue. So mark your calendar,
Thursday is now offldally "debt prioritization" day.

-0· Oct/08/2013 21:01 GMT
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From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

Fw: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source

---Original Message ---From:Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 07:59PM
To: _DL_DL News; _DL_FY!
Subject; Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source
U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source Thu, Oct 10 04:00AM 1ST

*Contingencies eyed lf Congress falls to raise debt limit
"Treasury, Fed officials focused on default options
• Top Republican says Congress should see plans

* Officials stress faHure to raise debt limit disastrous
By Tim Reid and Jonathan Spicer
WASHINGTON/NEW YORK, Oct 9 (Reuters)- U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve officials worried about the growing
possibility of a catastrophic default are crafting contingency plans to mitigate the economic fallout if Congress fails to
extend America's borrowing authority, a source familiar with the plans sald.
With }ust eight days before the Treasury Department says the U.S. will hit its $16.7 tr!lllon borrowing !!mit, lawmakers
and the Whlte House remain far from a deal to extend it. Officials are examining what options might be available to calm
financial markets if :a U.S. debt payment ls missed.
The specifics of their planning remain unclear, butthe source said an area of special focus ls a key bank funding market
known as the tri-party repurchase :agreement, or repo, market, where banks often use Treasury bills, notes and bonds as

collateral for short-term loans from other banks and big money market funds.
Some of the earliest alarm bells for the 2.008 financial crisis emerged from this market, and on Wednesday interest rates
demanded for accepting some T-bills as collateral shot to the highest in five months. Were the repo market to seize,
easy access to cash by banks to meet short-term funding needs could be jeopardized, and that could have far-ranging
implicatlons for credit markets and the economy.
The source, who asked not to be identified, said officials refused to divulge details of the plans because they do not want
to suggest to investors and Republican Congress members that the U.S. government can muddle through lf the debt
limit is not raised, Officials insisted there was no way to avoid an eventual default if the debt limit is not raised.

On Thursday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew is scheduled to testify before the Senate Finance Committee and is likely
to be grilled about the contingency plans by Senator Orrin Hatch, the panel's top Republican.
1
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The source said officials believe their plans can only try to mitigate fallout they expect to be catastrophic if Congress fails
to raise the debt limit by Oct 17, the date Treasury estimates it wlll run out of additional borrowing authority.
Against that anxious backdrop, officials are trying to gauge which Treasury securities pledged as collateral would cause
the most concern in a default, the source said.
Many of the discussions are between Treasury officials in the Office of Debt Management and the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, which acts as the government's agent in the markets. The New York Fed's Fedwire Securities Service is used
to settle loans in the $5-trillion repo market.
Spokeswomen for the Treasury and the New York Fed declined to say if contingency plans were being discussed or in
place. The Treasury representative referred to remarks made by lew in a recent letter to Congress. Lew said: "There are
no other legal and prudent options to extend the nation's borrowing authority."
In another recent letter to Congress, Lew wrote: ''Any plan to prioritize some payments over others is simply default by
another name." He added: "There is no way of knowing the damage any prioritization plan would have on our economy
and financial markets,"
In the run-up to the 2011 debt-limit crisis, the Treasury looked at a range of options including delaying payments, asset
sales and prioritizing payments, according to an inspector general's report last year.
According to the report, "Treasury officials determined that there is no fair or sensible way to pick and chose among the
many bills that come due every day." The U.S. Treasury makes roughly 80 million payments a month.
The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, a trade group that represents hundreds of securities firms,
banks and asset managers, said last week it has drawn up plans that might make a debt default less chaotic.
These plans would hinge on Treasury giving a day's advance notice that it would be missing a scheduled payment. This
would allow dea!ers to configure systems to handle defaulted securities so they still might be used in transactions,
including in the repo market.
The trade group's working presumption was that the Treasury, each night before it believed it would miss a payment,
would announce that it would pay creditors one day late, according to SIFMA Managing Director Rob Toomey.
Already signs of stress are evident. Overnight interest rates In short-term funding markets shot higher on Wednesday as
default worries spread. Traders in the repo market said some money funds and banks are starting to refuse to accept Tbills maturing in coming weeks as repo collateral. [ID: nLlNOHZOVS]
On Tuesday night, Hatch, sent a letter to Lew and other members of the government's Financial Stability Oversight
Council, demanding to know what contingency plans are in place in the event of a default.
The letter referred to minutes of a Fed video conference meeting with Treasury officials on Aug. 1, 2011, at the height of
the last debt limit crisis.
Those minutes reveal that in that meeting, Treasury and Fed officials discussed contingency plans that had been
developed in the event of a default.
Those contingencies, according to the minutes, included "plans that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had
developed regarding the processing of federal payments."
The 2011 backup plan also Included "possible actions that the Federal Reserve could take if disruptions to market
functioning posed a threat to the Federal Reserve's econom!c objectives."
2
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From:

logan, Lorie

Sent:
To:
Subject

Wednesday, October 09, 2013 8:31 PM
Potter, Simon; douse, James A(ARC); Stiroh, Kevin;._..; Bergin, James P
Fw; Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possibl~

·--- Original Message From: Matthew
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 08:22PM Eastern Standard Time
To: Frost, Joshua; logan, Lone
Subject: Fw: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source

--Original Message-

From:Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 07:59 PM
To: _Dl_DL News; _Dl_FY!
Subject: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default ·source
U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source Thu, Oct 10 04:00AM
• Contingencies eyed ff Congress fails to raise debt !lmlt

1ST

*Treasury, Fed officials focused on default options
" Top Republican says Congress should see plans

• Officials stress failure to raise debt limit disastrous

By Tim Reld and Jonathan Spicer
WASHINGTON/NEW YORK, Oct 9 (Reuters}- U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve officials worried about the growing
possibility of a catastrophic default are crafting contingency plans to mitigate the economic fallout if Congress fails to
extend America's borrowing authority, a source familiar with the plans said.
With just eight days before the Treasury Department says the U.S. will hlt its $16.7 trillion borrowing limit, lawmakers
and the White House remain far from a deal to extend it. Officials are examining what options might be available to calm
financial markets tf a U.S. debt payment is missed.
The specifics of their planning remain unclear, but the source said an area of special focus is a key bank funding market
known as the tri-p arty repurchase agreement, or repo, market, where banks often use Treasury bills, notes and bonds as
collateral for short-term loans from other banks and big money market funds.
Some of the earliest alarm bells for the 2008 financial crisis emerged from this market, and on Wednesday interest rates
demanded for accepting some T-bills as collateral shot to the highest in five months. Were the repo market to seize,
easy access to cash by hanks to meet short-term funding needs could be jeopardized, and that could have far-ranging
implications for credit markets and the economy.
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The source, who asked not to be identified, said officials refused to divulge details of the plans because they do not want
to suggest to investors and Republican Congress members that the U.S. government can muddle through if the debt
limit is not raised. Officials insisted there was no way to avoid an eventual default if the debt limit is not raised.
On Thursday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew is scheduled to testify before the Senate Finance Committee and is likely
to be gritled about the contingency plans by Senator Orrin Hatch, the panel's top Republican.
The source said officials believe their plans can only try to mitigate fallout they expect to be catastrophic if Congress fails
to raise the debt limit by Oct. 17, the date Treasury estimates it wHl run out of additional borrowing authority.
Against that anxious backdrop, officials are trying to gauge which Treasury securities pledged as collateral would cause
the most concern in a default, the source said.
Many of the discussions are between Treasury officials in the Office of Debt Management and the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, which acts as the government's agent in the markets. The New York Fed's Fedwire Securities Service is used
to settle loans in the $5-trillion repo market.
Spokeswomen for the Treasury and the New York Fed declined to say if contingency plans were being discussed or in
place. The Treasury representative referred to remarks made by Lew in a recent letter to Congress. lew said: "There are
no other legal and prudent options to extend the nation's borrowing authority."
In another recent letter to Congress, Lew wrote: "Any plan to prioritize some payments over others !s simply default by
another name." He added: "There is no way of knowing the damage any prioritization plan would have on our economy
and financial markets."
In the run-up to the 2011 debt-limit crisis, the Treasury looked at a range of options including delaying payments, asset
sales and prioritizing payments, according to an inspector general's report last year.
According to the report, "Treasury officials determined that there is no fair or sensible way to pick and chose among the
many bills that come due every day.'' The U.S. Treasury makes roughly 80 million payments a month.
The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, a trade group that represents hundreds of securities firms,
banks and asset managers, said last week it has drawn up plans that might make a debt default less chaotic.
These plans would hinge on Treasury giving a day's advance notice that it would be missing a scheduled payment. This
would aHow dealers to configure systems to handle defaulted securities so they still might be used in transactions,
including in the repo market.
The trade group's working presumption was that the Treasury, each night before it believed it would miss a payment,
would announce that it would pay creditors one day late, according to SIFMA Managing Director Rob Toomey.
Already signs of stress are evident. Overnight interest rates In short-term funding markets shot higher on Wednesday as
default worries spread. Traders in the repo market said some money funds and banks are starting to refuse to accept Tbills maturing in coming weeks as repo collateral. [ID: nL1NOHZOVS)
On Tuesday night, Hatch, sent a letter to Lew and other members of the government's Financial Stabllity Oversight
Council, demanding to know what contingency plans are in place in the event of a default.
The letter referred to minutes of a Fed video conference meeting with Treasury officials on Aug. 1, 2011, at the height of
the last debt limit cris!s.
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Those minutes reveal that in that meeting, Treasury and Fed officials discussed contingency plans that had been
developed in the event of a default.
Those contingencies, according to the minutes, included "plans that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had
developed regarding the processing offederal payments."
The 2011 backup plan also included "possible actions that the Federal Reserve could take if disruptions to market
functioning posed a threat to the Federal Reserve's economic objectives."
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From:

Sent
To:

Subject

Frost, Joshua
Wednesday, October 09, 2013 8:32 PM
Logan,Lorle
FW: Reuters: US. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source -FRSONlY-

1NTERNAL FR

lovely. I'm sure this won't help on the sharing front,

From:
ailto:Matthew.Rutherforcll·····
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 201 8:23 PM
To: Frost, Joshua; Logan, lorie
Subject: Fw: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source

--·- Original Message -···

Fromll•••llil

Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 07:59 PM
To: _DL_DL News; _DL_FY!
Subject: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source
U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source Thu, Oct 10 04;00 AM 1ST
" Contingencies eyed If Congress fails to raise debt limit
" Treasury, Fed officials focused on default options
"'.Top Republlcan says Congress should see plans
... Officials stress failure to raise debt limit disastrous

By Tim Reid and Jonathan Spicer
WASHINGTON/NEW YORK, Oct 9 (Reuters)- U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve offidals worried about the growing
possibility of a catastrophic default are crafting contingency plans to mitigate the economlc fallout lf Congress fails to
extend America's borrowing authority, a source familiar with the plans sald.
With just eight days before the Treasury Department says the U.S. will hit its $16.7 trll!lon borrowing limit, lawmakers
and the White House remain far from a deal to extend it. Offlcials are examining what options might be available to calm
financial markets if a U.S. debt payment is missed.
The specifics of their planning remain unclear, but the source said an area of special focus is a key bank funding market
knQwn as the tri-party repurchase agreement, or repo, market, where banks often use Treasury bills, notes and bonds as
collateral for short-term loans from other banks and big money market funds.
Some ofthe earliest alarm bells for the 200& financial crisis emerged from this market, and on Wednesday interest rates
demanded for accepting some T-bills as collateral shot to the highest in five months. Were the repo market to seize>
1
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easy access to cash by banks to meet short-term funding needs could be jeopardized, and that could have far-ranging
implications for credit markets and the economy.
The source, who asked not to be identified, said officials refused to divulge details of the plans because they do not want
to suggest to investors and Republican Congress members that the U.S. government can muddle through if the debt
limit is not raised. Officials insisted there was no way to avoid an eventual default lf the debt limit Is not raised.
On Thursday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack lew is scheduled to testify before the Senate Finance Committee and is likely
to be grilled about the contingency plans by Senator Orrin Hatch, the panel's top Republican.
The source said officials believe their plans can only try to mitigate fallout they expect to be catastrophic lf Congress fails
to raise the debt limit by Oct. 17, the date Treasury estimates it will run out of additional borrowing authority.
Against that anxious backdrop, officials are trying to gauge which Treasury securities pledged as collateral would cause
the most concern in a default, the source said.
Many of the discussions are between Treasury officials in the Office of Debt Management and the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, which acts as the government's agent in the markets. The New York Fed's Fedwire Securities Service is used
to settle loans in the $5-trillion repo market.
Spokeswomen for the Treasury and the New York Fed declined to say if contingency plans were being discussed or in
place. The Treasury representative referred to remarks made by lew in a recent letter to Congress. Lew said: "There are
no other legal and prudent options to extend the nation's borrowing authority."
In another recent letter to Congress, Lew wrote: "Any plan to prioritize some payments over others is simply default by
another name." He added: "There is no way of knowing the damage any prioritization plan would have on our economy
and financial markets."
In the run-up to the 2011 debt-limit crisis, the Treasury looked at a range of options including delaying payments, asset
sales and prioritizing payments, according to an inspector general's report last year.
According to the report, "Treasury officials determined that there is no fair or sensible way to pick and chose among the
many bills that come due every day. N The U.S. Treasury makes roughly 80 million payments a month.
The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, a trade group that represents hundreds of securities firms,
banks and asset managers, said last week it has drawn up plans that might make a debt default less chaotic.
These plans would hinge on Treasury giving a day's advance notice that it would be missing a scheduled payment. This
would allow dealers to configure systems to handle defaulted securities so they still might be used in transactions,
including in the repo market.
The trade group's working presumption was that the Treasury, each night before it believed it would miss a payment,
would announce that it would pay creditors one day late, according to SIFMA Managing Director Rob Toomey.
Already signs of stress are evident. Overnight interest rates in short-term funding markets shot higher on Wednesday as
default worries spread. Traders in the repo market said some money funds and banks are starting to refuse to accept Tbills maturing in coming weeks as repo collateral. [ID: nllNOHZOVS]
On Tuesday night, Hatch, sent a letter to lew and other members of the government's Financial StabHity Oversight
Council, demanding to know what contingency plans are in place !n the event of a default.
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The letter referred to minutes of a Fed video conference meeting with Treasury officials on Aug. 1, 2011, at the height of
the last debt limit crisis.
Those minutes reveal that in that meeting, Treasury and Fed officials discussed contingency plans that had been
developed ln the event of a default.
Those contingencies, according to the minutes, included "plans that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had
developed regarding the processing of federal payments."
The 2011 backup plan also included "possible actions that the Federal Reserve could take if disruptions to market
functioning posed a threat to the Federal Reserve's economic objectives..''

ThiS message was secured in transit. REP-ZFRSSE
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Frost, Joshua
Wednesday, October 09, 2013 8:42 PM
NY MKT MOMA Market Monitoring
Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default source -FRSONLY-

U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default: source

6:31pm EDT
By Tlm Reid and Jonathan Spicer
WASHINGTON/NEW YORK {Reuters) -U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve officials worried about the growing possibility
of a catastrophic. default are crafting contingency plans to mitigate the economic fallout if Congress faits to extend
America's borrowing authority, a source familiar with the plans said.
With just eight days before the Treasury Department says the U.S. will hit its $16.7 trillion borrowing limit, lawmakers
and the White House remain far from a deal to extend it. Officials are ex<~mining what options might be available to calm
financial markets if a U.S. debt payment is missed.
The specifics of their planning remain unclear, but the source said an area of special focus is a key bank funding market
known as the tri-party repurchase agreement, or repo, market, where banks often use Treasury bills, notes and bonds as
collateral for short-term loans from other banks and big money market funds,
Some of the earliest alarm bells for the 2008 financial crisis emerged from this market, and on Wednesday interest rates
demanded for accepting some T-bi!ls as collateral shot to the highest in five months. Were the repo market to seize,
easy access to cash by banks to meet short-term funding needs could be jeopardized, and that could have far-ranging
implications for credit markets and the economy.
The source, who asked not to be identified, said officials refused to divulge details of the plans because they do not want
to suggest to investors and Republican Congress members that the U.S. government can muddle through if the debt
limit is not raised. Officials insisted there was no way to avoid an eventual default if the debt limit is not raised.
On Thursday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew is scheduled to testify before the Senate Finance Committee and is likely
to be gr!l!ed about the contingency plans by Senator Orrin !-latch, the panel's top Republican,
The source said officials believe their plans can only try to mitigate fallout they expect to be catastrophlc if Congress fails
to raise the debt limit by October 17, the date Treasury estimates It will run out of additional borrowing authority.
Against that anxious backdrop, officials are trying to gauge which Treasury securities pledged as collateral would cause
the most concern in a default, the source said.
Many of the discussions are between Treasury officials in the Office of Debt Management and the federal Reserve Bank
of New York, which acts as the government's agent in the markets. The New York Fed's Fedwire Securities Service is used
to settle loans !n the $5-trilllon repo market.
Spokeswomen for the Treasury and the New York Fed declined to say if contingency plans were being discussed or 1n
place. The Treasury representative referred to remarks made by lew in a recent letter to Congress. lew said: "There are
no other legal and prudent options to extend the nation's borrowing authoritY."
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In another recent letter to Congress, Lew wrote:" Any plan to prioritize some payments over others is simply default by
another name." He added: "There is no way of knowing the damage any prioritization plan would have on our economy
and financial markets."
In the run-up to the 2011 debt-limit crisis, the Treasury looked at a range of options including delaying payments, asset
sales and prioritizing payments, according to an inspector general's report last year.
According to the report, "Treasury officials determined that there is no fair or sensible way to pick and chose among the
many bills that come due every day." The U.S. Treasury makes roughly 80 million payments a month.
The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, a trade group that represents hundreds of securities firms,
banks and asset managers, said last week it has drawn up plans that might make a debt default less chaotic.
These plans would hinge on Treasury giving a day's advance notice that it would be missing a scheduled payment. This
would allow dealers to configure systems to handle defaulted securities so they still might be used in transactions,
including in the repo market.
The trade group's working presumption was that the Treasury, each night before it believed it would miss a payment,
would announce that it would pay creditors one day late, according to SIFMA Managing Director Rob Toomey.
Already signs of stress are evident. Overnight interest rates in short-term funding markets shot higher on Wednesday as
default worries spread. Traders in the repo market said some money funds and banks are starting to refuse to accept Tbil!s maturing in coming weeks as repo collateraL <ID: nl1NOHZOVS>
On Tuesday night, Hatch, sent a letter to Lew and other members of the government's Finandal Stability Oversight
Council, demanding to know what contingency plans are in place in the event of a default.
The letter referred to minutes of a Fed video conference meeting with Treasury officials on August 1, 2011, at the height
of the last debt limit crisis.
Those minutes reveal that in that meeting, Treasury and Fed officials discussed contingency plans that had been
developed in the event of a default.
Those contingencies, according to the minutes, included "plans that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had
developed regarding the processing of federal payments."
The 2011 backup plan also included "possible actions that the Federal Reserve could take if disruptions to market
functioning posed a threat to the Federal Reserve's economic objectives.''
{Reporting by Tim Reid and Jonathan Spicer; Additional reporting by Jason Lange; Editing by David Gregorio}
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

W

09, 2013 8:52 PM

NY MKT CCM Staff
Fw: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default: source -FRSONLV-

Colleagues,

Until we hear more definlttvely, this article provides some useful guidance on Fed/Tsy preparations.
You wou!d note some commentary that a seizing up of the repo market could have implications for credit markets and
economic growth_

Best,

From:

Frost Joshua

Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 08:41 PM
To: NY MKT MOMA Market Monitoring
Subject: Reuters: u.s. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default: source -FRSONLYU.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default: source
6:31pm EDT
By Tim Reid and Jonathan Spicer
WASHINGTON/NEW YORK (Reuters}- U.S. Treasury and Federal Rese!'Ve officials worried about the growing possibility
of a catastrophic default are crafting contingency plans to mitigate the economic fallout if Congress fails to extend
America's borrowing authority, a source familiar with the plans said.
With just eight days before the Treasury Department says the US. will hit its $115.7 trillion borrowing limit, lawmakers
and the White House remain far from a deal to extend it. Officials are examining what options might be available to calm
financial markets if a U.S. debt payment is missed.
The specifics of their planning remain unclear, but the source said an area of special focus is a key bank funding market
known as the tri-party repurchase agreement, or repo, market, where banks often use Treasury bills, notes and bonds as
collateral for short-term loans from other banks and big money market funds.

Some of the earliest alarm bells for the 2008 financial crisis emerged from this market, and on Wednesday interest rates
demanded for accepting some T-bills as collateral shot to the highest ln five months. Were the repo market to seize,
easy access to cash by banks to meet short-term funding needs could be jeopardized, and that could have far-ranglng
implications for credit markets and the economy.
The source, who asked not to be identified, said officials refused to divulge detalls of the plans because they do not want
to suggest to investors and Republican Congress members that the U.S. government can muddle through if the debt
limit is not raised. Officials insisted there was no way to avoid an eventual default if the debt limit is not raised.
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On Thursday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew is scheduled to testify before the Senate Finance Committee and is likely
to be grilled about the contingency plans by Senator Orrin Hatch, the panel's top Republican.
The source said officials believe their plans can only try to mitigate fallout they expect to be catastrophic if Congress fans
to raise the debt limit by October 17, the date Treasury estimates it will run out of additional borrowing authority.
Against that anxious backdrop, officials are trying to gauge which Treasury securities pledged as collateral would cause
the most concern in a default, the source said.
Many of the discussions are between Treasury officials in the Office of Debt Management and the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, which acts as the government's agent in the markets. The New York Fed's Fedwire Securities Service is used
to settle loans in the $5-trillion repo market.
Spokeswomen for the Treasury and the New York Fed declined to say if contingency plans were being discussed or ln
place. The Treasury representative referred to remarks made by Lew in a recent Jetter to Congress. Lew said: "There are
no other legal and prudent options to extend the nation's borrowing authority."
In another recent letter to Congress, Lew wrote: "Any plan to prioritize some payments over others is simply default by
another name." He added: "There is no way of knowing the damage any prloriti2ation plan would have on our economy
and financial markets."
ln the run-up to the 2011 debt·limit crisis, the Treasury looked at a range of options including delaying payments, asset
sales and prioritizing payments, according to an inspector general's report last year.
According to the report, "Treasury officials determined that there is no fair or sensible way to pick and chose among the
many bills that come due every day." The U.S. Treasury makes roughly 80 million payments a month.
The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, a trade group that represents hundreds of securities firms,
banks and asset managers, said last week it has drawn up plans that might make a debt default less chaotic.
These plans would hinge on Treasury giving a day's advance notice that it would be missing a scheduled payment. This
would allow dealers to configure systems to handle defaulted securities so they still might be used in transactions,
including in the repo market.
The trade group's working presumption was that the Treasury, each night before it believed it would miss a payment,
would announce that it would pay creditors one day late, according to SIFMA Managing Director Rob Toomey.
Already signs of stress are evident. Overnight interest rates in short-term funding markets shot higher on Wednesday as
default worries spread. Traders in the repo market said some money funds and banks are starting to refuse to accept T.
bills maturing in coming weeks as repo collateral. <10: nUNOHZOVS>
On Tuesday night, Hatch, sent a letter to Lew and other members of the government's Financial Stability OVersight
Council, demanding to know what contingency plans are in place in the event of a default.
The letter referred to minutes of a Fed video conference meeting with Treasury officials on August 1, 2011, at the height
of the last debt limit crisis.
Those minutes reveal that in that meeting, Treasury and Fed officials discussed contingency plans that had been
developed in the event of a default.
Those contingencies, according to the minutes, included "plans that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had
developed regarding the processing of federal payments."
2
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The 2011 backup plan also included "possible actions that the Federal Reserve could take if disruptions to market
functioning posed a threat to the Federal Reserve's economic objectives."
(Reporting by Tim Reid and Jonathan Spicer; Additional reporting by Jason lange; Editing by David Gregorio}
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From:
Sent

To:
Subject

Wednesday, October 09, 2013 8:59 PM
• • • • • • NY Ml<T CCM Staff
Re: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default: source -FRSONLY~

Hi all,

--

Just to be dear, i don't think Rob means that this should serve as guidance about what we can say to market participants
about any potential planning. We should j.ust say we can't comment on any of these matters for now.

D irector, Mortgage and Capita! Markets
Federal Reserve Bank of New York

From:
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 08:51 PM
To: NY MKT CCM Staff
Subject: fw: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default: source -FRSONLYCo !leagues,

Until we hear more definitively, this art1cle provides some useful guidance on Fed/Tsy preparations.

You would note some commentary that a seizing up of the repo market could have imp,ications for credit markets and
economic growth

•

Best,

Fmm: Frost, Joshua
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 08:41 PM
To: NY MKT MOMA Market Monitoring
Subject: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default: source -FRSONLY~

U.S. Treasury, Fed p!anning for possible default: source

6:31pm EDT
fly Tim Field and Jonathan Spicer
WASHINGTON/NEW YORK !Reuters)- U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve offida!sworried about the growing possibility
of a catastrophic default are crafting contingency plans to mitigate the economic fallout if Congress fails to extend

America's borrowing authority, a source familiar with the plans said,
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With just eight days before the Treasury Department says the U.S. will hit its $16.7 trillion borrowing limit, lawmakers
and the White House remain far from a deal to extend it. Officials are examining what options might be available to calm
financial markets if a U.S. debt payment is missed.
The specifics of their planning remain unclear, but the source said an area of special focus is a key bank funding market
known as thetri-party repurchase agreement, or repo, market, where banks often use Treasury biHs, notes and bonds as
collateral for short-term loans from other banks and big money market funds.
Some of the earliest alarm bells for the 2008 financial crisis emerged from this market, and on Wednesday interest rates
demanded for accepting some T-bills as collateral shot to the highest in five months. Were the repo market to seize,
easy access to cash by banks to meet short-term funding needs could be jeopardized, and that could have far-ranging
implications for credit markets and the economy.
The source, who asked not to be identified, said officials refused to divulge details of the plans because they do not want
to suggest to investors and Republican Congress members that the U.S. government can muddle through if the debt
limit is not raised. Officials insisted there was no way to avoid an eventual default if the debt limit is not raised.
On Thursday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew is scheduled to testify before the Senate Finance Committee and is likely
to be grilled about the contingency plans by Senator Orrin Hatch, the panel's top Republican.
The source said officials believe their plans can only try to mitigate fallout they expect to be catastrophic if Congress fails
to raise the debt limit by October 17, the date Treasury estimates it will run out of additional borrowing authority.
Against that anxious backdrop, offidals are trying to gauge which Treasury securities pledged as collateral would cause
the most concern in a default, the source said.
Many of the discussions are between Treasury officials in the Office of Debt Management and the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, whlch acts as the government's agent in the markets. The New York Fed's Fedwire Securities Service is used
to settle loans in the $5-trillion repo market.
Spokeswomen for the Treasury and the New York Fed declined to say if contingency plans were being discussed or in
place. The Treasury representative referred to remarks made by Lew in a recent letter to Congress. Lew said: "There are
no other legal and prudent options to extend the nation's borrowing authority."
In another recent letter to Congress, Lew wrote: "Any plan to prioritize some payments over others is simply default by
another name." He added: "There is no way of knowing the damage any prioritization plan would have on our economy
and financial markets."
In the run-up to the 2011 debt-limit crisis, the Treasury looked at a range of options including delaying payments, asset
sales and prioritizing payments, according to an inspector general's report last year.
According to the report, "Treasury officials determined that there is no fair or sensible way to pick and chose among the
many bills that come due every day." The U.S. Treasury makes roughly BO million payments a month.
The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, a trade group that represents hundreds of securities firms,
banks and asset managers, said last week it has drawn up plans that might make a debt default less chaotic.
These plans would hinge on Treasury giving a day's advance notice that it would be missing a scheduled payment. This
would allow dealers to configure systems to handle defaulted securities so they still might be used in transactions,
including in the repo market.
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The trade group's working presumption was that the Treasury, each night before it believed it would miss a payment,
would announce that it would pay creditors one day late, according to S!FMA Managing Director Rob Toomey.
Already signs of stress are evidenL Overnight interest rates fn short-term funding markets shot higher on Wednesday as
default worries spread. Traders in the repo market said some money funds and banks are starting to refuse to accept Tbills maturing in coming weeks as repo collateraL <lD: nllNOHZOVS>

On Tuesday night, Hatch, sent a letter to Lew and other members of the government's Financial Stability Oversight
Council, demanding to know what contingency plans are in place in the event of a default
The letter referred to minutes of a Fed video conference meeting with Treasury officials on August 1, 2011, at the height
of the last debt limit crisis.
Those minutes reveal that in that meeting, Treasury and Fed officials discussed contingency plans that had been
developed in the event of a default.
Those contingendes, according to the minutes1 included uplans that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had
devdoped regarding the processing of federal payments!'

The 2011 backup plan also included "possible actions that the Federal Reserve could take if disruptions to market
functioning posed a threat to the Federal Reserve's economic objectives."
(Reporting by Tim Reid and Jonathan Spicer; Additional reporting by Jason Lange; Editing by David Gregorio)
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From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

-

Wednesday, October 09, 2013 9:04 PM
Dudley, William; Checkt Terrence
Fw; Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source

FyL
-·- Original Message ----

From: Logan, Lorle
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 08:31 PM
To: Potter, Simon; Clouse, James A(ARC); Stiroh,
Subject: Fw~ Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for vu'''"'"'"'

Bergin, James P

Subject: Fw: Reuters; US. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source

- - Original Message - -

from:lllllllllllllll
Sent: Wednesday, 0ctober09, 2013 07:59PM
To: _Dl_DL News; _DL_f¥1
Subject: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source

U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source Thu, Oct 10 04:00AM 1ST

* Contingencies eyed if Congress fails to raise debt limit
• Treasury, Fed officials focused on default options
"'Top Republican says Congress should see plans

• Officials stress failure to raise debt limit disastrous

By Tim Reid and Jonathan Spicer
WASHINGTON/NEW YORK, Oct 9 (Reuters}- U.S. Treasury and federal Reserve officials worried about the growing
possibility of a catastrophic default are crafting contingency plans to mitigate the economic fallout if Congress faHs to
extend America's borrowing authority, a source familiar with the plans said.
With just eight days before the Treasury Department says the U.S. will hit its $16.7 trillion borrowing limit, lawmakers
and the White House remain far from a deal to extend it. Officials are eJCamining what options might he available to calm
financial markets if a US debt payment is missed.
!
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The specifics of their planning remain unclear, but the source said an area of special focus is a key bank funding market
known as the trl-party repurthase agreement. or repo, market, where banks often use Treasury bills, notes and bonds as
collateral for short-term loans from other banks and big money market funds.
Some of the earliest alarm beUs for the 2008 financial crisis emerged from this market, and on Wednesday interest rates
demanded for accepting some T-bltis as collateral shot to the highest ln five months. Were the repo market to seize,
easy access to cash by banks to meet.short-term funding needs could be jeopardized, and that could have far-ranging
impUcations for credit markets and the economy;
The source. who asked not to be identified, said officials refused to divulge details of the plans because they do not want
to suggest to investors and Republican Congress members that the U.S. government can muddle through if the debt
.ftmit ls not raised. Officials Insisted there was no way to avoid an eventual default if the debt limit is not raised.
On Thursday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew is scheduled to testify before the Senate Finance Committee and is likely
to be grilled about the contingency plans by Senator Orrin Hatch, the panel's top Republican.
The source said offida!s believe their plans can only try to mitigate fallout they expect to be catastrophic if Congress fails
to raise the debt limit by Oct.17,the date Treasury estimates it will run out of additional borrowing authority.
Against that anxious backdrop, officials ate trying to gauge which Treasury securities pledged as collateral would cause
the most concern in a default, the source said.
Many of the discussions are between. Treasury officials in the Office of Debt Management and the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, whith acts as the government's agent In the markets. The New York Fed's Fedwlre Securities Service is used
to settle loans in the $5-trfilfon repo market.
Spokeswomen for the Treasury and the New York Fed declined to say lf contingency plans were being discussed or in
place. The Treasury representative referred to remarks made by Lew in a recent letter to Congress.Lew said: "There are
no other legal and prudent options to eietend the nation's borrowing authority."
In another recent letter to Congress, Lew wrote: "Any plan to prioritize some payments over others iS simply default by
another name!' He added: "There is no way ofknowing the damage any prioritization plan would have on our economy
and financial markets."
·
In the run-up to the 2011 debt-llmit crisis, the Treasury looked at a range of options Including delaying payments, asset
sales and prioritizing payments, according to an inspector general's report last year.
According to the report, "Treasury officials determined that there is no fair or ~sible way to pick and chose among the
many bills that come due every day." The U.S. Treasury makes roughly 80 million payments a month.
The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association; a trade group that represel'!ts hundreds of securities firms,
banks and asset managers, said last week it has drawn up plans that might make a debt default less chaotic.
These plans would hinge on Ttea.wry giving a day's advance notice that it would be missing a scheduled payment, This
would atlow dealers to configure systems to handle defaulted securities so they still might be used in transactions,
including in the repo market.
The tradE: group's working presumption was thatthe Treasury, each night before it believed it would miss a payment,
would announce that it would pay creditors one day late, according to SIFMA Managing Director Rob Toomey.
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Already signs of stress are evident. Overnight interest rates in short-term funding markets shot higher on Wednesday as
default worries spread. Traders in the repo market said some money funds and banks are starting to refuse to accept Tbills maturing in coming weeks as repo collateral. [!D: nl1NOHZOVS]
On Tuesday night, Hatch, sent a letter to Lew and other members of the government's Financial Stability Oversight
Council, demanding to know what contingency plans are in place in the event of a default.
The letter referred to minutes of a Fed video conference meeting with Treasury officials on Aug. 1, 2011, at the height of
the last debt limit crisis.
Those minutes reveal that in that meeting, Treasury and Fed officials discussed contingency plans that had been
developed in the event of a default.
Those contingencies, according to the minutes, included "plans that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had
developed regarding the processing of federal payments."
The 2011 backup p!an also included "possible actions that the Federal Reserve could take if disruptions to market
functioning posed a threat to the Federal Reserve's economic objectives."

Th\s message was secured in transit. REP-ZFRSSE
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From:

Bergin, James P

Sent:

Wednesday, October 09, 2013 10:17 PM
Dudley, William; Gutt, Jack
Fw: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source

To:
Subject

-~- Original Message --From: Logan, lorie
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 08:31PM
To: Potter, Simon; Clouse, James A(ARC); Stiroh,
SubJect: Fw: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for J:)ossible

Bergin, James P

- - Original Message - -

From: Matthew.Rutherfor~[mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, October~ PM Eastern Standard Time
To: Frost, Joshua; Logan, Lorie
Subject: Fw: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source

--Original Message--

From:Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 07:59 PM
To: _DL_DL News; _DL_FYI
Subject: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source
U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default -source Thu, Oct 10 04:00AM 1ST
*Contingencies eyed if Congress fails to raise debt limit
"'Treasury, fed officials focused on default options
*Top Republican says Congress should see plans
"Officials stress failure to mise debt Hmit disastrous

By Tim Reid and Jonathan Spicer
WASHINGTON/NEW YORK, Oct 9 (Reuters)- U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve officials worried about the growing
possibility of a catastrophic default are crafting contingency plans to mitigate the economic fallout if Congress fails to
extend America's borrowing authority, a source familiar with the plans said.
With just eight days before the Treasury Department says the U.S. will hit its $16.7 trillion borrowing limit, lawmakers
and the White House remain far from a deal to extend it. Officials are examining what options might be available to calm
financial markets if a U.S. debt payment is missed.
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The specifics of their planning remain unclear, but the source said an area of special focus is a key bank funding market
known as the trl-party repurchase agreement, or repo, market. where banks often use Treasury bills, notes and bonds as
collateral for short-term loans from other banks and big money market funds.
Some of the earliest alarm bells for the 1008 fii1Clncial crisis emerged from this market, and on Wednesday interest rates
demanded for accepting some T-bil!s as collateral shotto the highest in flve mof1ths. Were the repo market to seize,
easy access to cash by banks to meet short-term funding needs could be jeopardized, and that could have far-ranging
lmpllcations for credit marl<ets and the economy.
The source, who asked not to be identified, said officials refused to divulge details of the plans because they do not want
to suggest to investors and Republican Congress members that the U.S. government can muddle through !f the debt
limit is not raised. Officials Insisted there was no way to avoid an eventual default ifthe debt limit is not raised.
On Thursday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack lew is scheduled to testify before the Senate Finance Committee and fs l!ke!y
to be grilled about the contingency plans by Senator Orrln Hatch, the panel's top Republican.
The source said officials believe thelr plans can onty try to mitigate fallout they expect to be catastrophic if Congress fails
to raise the debt limit by Oct. 17, the date Treasury estimates it w!!l run out of additional borrowing authority.
Against that anxious backdrop, officials are trying to gauge which Treasury securities pledged as collateral would cause
the most concem in a default, the source said.
Many of the discussions are between Treasury officials in the Office of Debt Management and the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, which acts as the government's agent in the markets. The New York Fed's Fedwire Securities Service is used
to settle loans in the $5-tri!Hon repo market.
Spokeswomen for the Treasury and the New York Fed dedined to say if contingency plans were being discussed or in
place. The Treasury representative referred to remarks made by Lew in a recent letter to Congress, lew said: "There are
no other legal and prudent options to extend the nation's borrowing authority.''
In another recent letter to Congress, Lew wrote: "Any plan to prioritize some payments over others ls simply default by
another name." He added; "There is no way of knowing the damage any prioritization plan would have on our economy
and financial markets."
In the run-up to the 2011 debt-limit crisls, the Treasury looked at a ral'lge of options including delaying payments, asset
sales and prioritizing payments, according to an inspector general's report last year.
According to the report, "Treasury officials determined that there is no fair or sensible way to pick and chose among the
many b!!ls that come due every day." The U.S. Treasury makes roughly 80 million payments a month.
The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, a trade group that represents hundreds of securities firms,
banks and asset managers, said last week it has drawn up plans that might make a debt default less chaotic.
These plans would hinge on Treasury giving a day's advance notice that it would be missing a scheduled payment. This
would allow dealers to configure systems to handle defaulted securities so they still might be used in transactions,
including in the repo market.
The trade group's working presumption was that the Treasury, each night before it believed it would miss a paym~mt,
would announce that it would pay creditors one day late, according to SlfMA Managing Director Rob Toomey.
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Already signs of stress are evident. Overnight interest rates in short-term funding markets shot higher on Wednesday as
default worries spread. Traders in the repo market said some money funds and banks are starting to refuse to accept Tbills maturing in coming weeks as repo collateral. (to: nLlNOHZOVS]
On Tuesday night, Hatch, sent a letter to Lew and other members of the government's Financial Stability Oversight
Council, demanding to know what contingency plans are in place in the event of a default.
The letter referred to minutes of a Fed video conference meeting with Treasury officials on Aug. 1, 2011, at the height of
the last debt limit crisis.
Those minutes reveal that in that meeting, Treasury and Fed officials discussed contingency plans that had been
developed in the event of a default.
Those contingencies, according to the minutes, included "plans that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had
developed regarding the processing offederal payments."
The 2011 backup plan also included "possible actions that the Federal Reserve could take if disruptions to market
functioning posed a threat to the Federal Reserve's economic objectives."
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Re: Reuters: US. Treasury,

Bergin, James P
Fed planning for possible default -source

Thanks, I was just reading the piece.
--- Original Message - -

Ftom: Bergin, James P
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 10:16 PM Eastern Standard Time
To: Dudley, William; Gutt, Jack
Subject: Fw: Reuters: u.s. Treasury, fed planning for possible default -source
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Subject: Fw: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible
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From;····
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 07;59 PM
To: _Dl_Dl News; _Dl_FYl
Subject: Reuters: U.S. Treasury, Fed planning for possible default

-source

U.S. Treasury, fed planning for possible default -source Thu, Oct 10 04:00AM 1ST
• Contingencies eyed if Congress faits to raise debt limit
*Treasury, Fed officials focused on default options
• Top Republican says Congress should see plans
• Officials stress failure to raise debt limit disastrous

By Tim Reid and Jonathan Spicer
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WASHINGTON/NEW YORK, Oct 9 !Reuters}· U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve officials worried about the growing
possibility of a catastrophic default are crafting contingency plans to mitigate the economic fallout if Congress fails to
extend America's borrowing authority, a source familiar with the plans said.
With just eight days before the Treasury Department says the U.S. will hit its $16.7 trillion borrowing limit, lawmakers
and the White House remain far from a deal to extend lt. Officials are examining what options might be available to calm
financial markets if a U.S. debt payment is missed.
The specifics of their planning remain unclear, but the source said an area of spedal focus is a ke.y bank funding market
known as the tri·party repurchase agreement, or repo, market, where banks often use Treasury bills, notes and bonds as
collateral for short-term loans from other banks and big money market funds.
Some of the earliest alarm bells for the 2008 financial crisis emerged from this market, and on Wednesday interest rates
demanded for accepting some T-bllls as collateral shot to the highest in five months. Were the repo market to selze,
easy access to cash by banks to meet short-term funding needs could be jeopardized, and that could have far-ranging
implications for credit markets and the economy.
The source, who asked not to be identified, said officials refused to divulge details of the plans because they do not want
to suggest to investors and Republican Congress members that the U.S. government can muddle through if the debt
limit Is not ralsed. Officials insisted there was no way to avoid an eventual default if the debt limit is not raised.
On Thursday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew is scheduled to testify before the Senate Finance Committee and is likely
to be grilled about the contingency plans by Senator Orrin Hatch, the panel's top Republican.
The source said officials believe their plans can only try to mitigate fallout they expect to be catastrophic if Congress fails
to raise the debt limit by Oct. 17, the date Treasury estimates it will run out of additional borrowing authority.
Against that anxious backdrop, officials are trying to gauge which Treasury securities pledged as collateral would cause
the most concem ln a default, the source said.
Many of the discussions are between Treasury officials in the Office of Debt Management and the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, which acts as the government's agent in the markets. The New York Fed's Fedwire Securities Service is used
to settle loans in the $54ri!lion repo market.
Spokeswomen for the Treasury and the New York Fed declined to say if contingency plans were being discussed or in
place. The Treasury representative referred to remarks made by Lew in a recent letter to Congress. Lew said: "There are
no other !ega! and prudent options to extend the nation's borrowing authority."
In another recent letter to Congress, Lew wrote: "Any plan to prioritize some payments over others is simply default by
another name." He added: "There is no way of knowing the damage any prioritization plan would have on our economy
and financial markets."
In the run-up to the 2011 debt-limit crisis, the Treasury looked at a range of options including delaying payments, asset
sales and prioritizing payments, according to an inspector general's report last year.
According to the report, "Treasury officials determined that there is no fair or sensible way to pick and chose among the
many bills that come due every day." The U.S. Treasury makes roughly 80 million payments a month.
The Securities Industry and financial Markets Association, a trade group that represents hundreds of securities firms,
banks and asset managers, said last week it has drawn up plans that might make a debt default less chaotic.
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These plans would hinge on Treasury giving a day's advance notice that it would be missing a scheduled payment. This
would aHow dealers to configure systems to handle defaulted securities so they still might be used in transactions,
including in the repo market.
The trade group's working presumption was that the Treasury, each night before it believed it would miss a payment,
would announce that it would pay creditors one day late, according to SlFMA Managing Director Rob Toomey.
Already signs of stress are evident. Overnight interest rates in short-term funding markets shot higher on Wednesday as
default worries spread. Traders in the repo market said some money funds and banks are starting to refuse to accept Tbllls maturing in coming weeks as repo collateral. [ID: nllNOHZOVS]
On Tuesday night, Hatch, sent a letter to Lew and other members of the government's Financial Stability Oversight
Council, demanding to know what contingency plans are in place in the event of a default.
The letter referred to minutes of a Fed video conference meeting with Treasury officials on Aug. 1, 2011, at the height of
the last debt limit crisis.
Those minutes reveal that in that meeting, Treasury and Fed officials discussed contingency plans that had been
developed in the event of a default.
Those contingencies, according to the minutes, included "plans that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury had
developed regarding the processing of federal payments."
The 2011 backup pian also included "possible actions that the Federal Reserve could take if disruptions to market
functioning posed a threat to the Federal Reserve's economic objectives."
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To:
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-

Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:09AM

NY MKT MOMA Market Monitoring
Treasury Secretary Lew Testimony Headlines -FRSONLY.

*LEW CITES RISE IN SHORT·TERM TREASURY YIELDS
*LEW SEES 'IRREVOCABLE DAMAGE' FROM PRIORITIZING PAYMENTS
*LEW TESTIFIES TO SENATE FlNANCE COMMITTEE ON U.S. DEBT CEILING
*LEW SAYS DEFAULT COULD HURT VALUE DOLLAR, STOCKS COULD TUMBLE
*LEW SAYS BIGGEST RISK TO U.S. GROWTH IS "MANUFACTURED CRISIS'
*LEW SAYS GOVT HAS NUMEROUS LARGE PAYMENTS SHORTLY AFTER OCT. 17
*LEW: DEBT-UMIT INACTION THREATENS SOCIAL SECURITY PAYMENTS
*LEW WARNS DEST·UMIT 'UNCERTAINTY' STARTING TO STRESS MARKETS
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From:
Sent:

To;
Subject

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:35 AM
Nelson, Michael
Today's Senate flnam::e Hearing on the Debt Limit with Treasury Secreta.ry Lew

This morning, the Senate Committee on Finance hetd a hearing on the debt limit. The sole witness was Treasury
Secretary Jack Lew.
In his opening stateme11t, Committee Chairman Max Baucus {D-Mont.) said that a deJault on the nation's debt would
have "dire t::onsequences.u Decrying what he referred to as ''the extremism of a small group of members in the House of
Representatives," Sen, Saucus urged fellow lawmakers to act quickly to raise the debt limit, "Before any debate, before
any deliberation, we need to reopen the government and pay the nation's bills, no strings attached," he said. Sen,
Baucus then drew attention to a bill he introduced early this week which would extend the nation's borrowing authority
through 2014. Calling the measure a "short~term solution,'1 he said lt would at !east allow the country to avoid a
"catastrophic default."'

Committee Ranking Member Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) questioned the Administration's line on the debt ceiling. "It is
disconcerting to have Administration officials, including you, publicly questioning sentiments of Americans and financial
market participants, and suggesting that people may be too calm in an apparent effort to whip up uncertainty in the
markets," he told Secretary Lew. sen. Hatch said that the President has been unwilling to have a "mere conversation" on
entitlement reform. "If the Obama Administration won't negotiate on entitlements in the context ofthe debt limit,
when will they negotiate on entitlements?" he asked rhetorlcally.
In his testimony, Treasury Secretary lew did not mince words, stating that a failure to raise the debt ceiling "could do
irrevocable harm to economy." He warned that many ofthe economic gains since 2008 could be undone and that the
impact, which would be felt across the country, would have a serious repercussions for the global economy. Secretary
Lew also addressed claims by some members of the Republican Party that a default could be avoided if Treasury
"prioritizes" interest payments on the debt. "These 'prioritization' proposals do not solve the problem," he said. They
would force the Administration to make unthinkable chokes, such as deciding whether to send out Social Security
payments or to pay veterans' benefits, Calling the current path "irresponsible and reckless," Secretary Lew reiterated
the Adminstration's Willingness to negotiate over the future direction of long-term fiscal policy, including putting
together a comprehensive and balanced package of deficit reductlon proposals, but only after the debt ceiling is raised.
"The simple truth is Congress must get this done," he conduded. "The time to do it is now before any more damage is
done to the U.S. economy.''
In the abbreviated question and answer period that followed, commlttee members hewed largely to party lines.
Both sides asked about the idea of "prioritization!' Responding to a question from Sen, Baucus, Secretary Lew called
prioritization "default by another name" He explained that there's no existing method for choosing between different
obligations. "11 was never the policy of this government to be in the position that we would be in if we couldn't pay our
bnts," he said.
Sen. Pat Toomey !R-?a.} asked secretary Lew for his assurance that if the debt ceilfng is not raised, the Treasury
Department will take the necessary steps to ensure that lt does not miss a single payment on a
Treasury security.
f'The only way to make sure that we can pay an of our obligations is for Congress to act and raise the debt limit,"
respond Secretary Lew. "There is no good solution ff Congress fails to raise the debt limit."

u.s.
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Several Republican senators asked how much and how long of a debt ceiling increase the President is seeking. Secretary
Lew stated repeatedly that those decisions are up to Congress but that a longer-term increase is better because it
promotes stability. When asked by Sen. Hatch ifthe President would sign a two week extension with no strings attached,
Secretary Lew said he would need to see the proposal before offering an opinion. Sen. Bill Nelson (D-Fla.} stated,
however, that such a short-term increase would be counterproductive.
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Nelson, Michael

10,201311:36 AM

RE: Today's Senate Finance Hearing on the Debt Limit with Treasury Secretary Lew

Great
Please sena out

From:

Sent:
To: Nelson,

10, 2013 11:35 AM

Subject: T orlay's Senate Finance Hearing on the Debt Umit with Treasury Secretary Lew
This morning, the Senate Committee on Finance held a hearing on the debt I! mit. The sole witness was Treasury
Secretary Jack Lew.
In his opening statement, Committee Chairman Max Baucus {D-Mont.) said that a default on the nation's debt would
have "dire consequences." Decrying what he referred to as "the extremism of a small group of members In the House of
Representatives/' Sen. Baucus urged fellow lawmakers to act quickly to raise the debt !!mit. "Before any debate, before
any deliberation, we need to reopen the government and pay the nation's bills, no strings attached," he said. Sen.
Baucus then drew attention to a bill he Introduced early this week which would extend the nation's borrowing authority
through 2014. Ca!llng the measure a "short-term solution," he sald it would at least allow the country to avoid a
"catastrophic default."

Committee Ranking Member Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) questioned the Administration's line on the debt ceiling. "It is
disconcerting to have Administration officials, including you, publicly questioning sentiments of Americans and flnanda!
market participants, and suggesting that people may be too calm In an apparent effort to whip up uncertainty ln the
markets," he told Secretary lew. Sen. Hatch sald that the President has been unwilling to have a 1'mere conversation" on
entitlement reform. "If the Obama Administration won't negotiate on entitlements in the context of the debt llmit,
when wiH they negotiate on entitlements?" he asked rhetorically.
In his testimony, Treasury Secretary Lew did not mince words, stating that a failure to raise the debt ceiling "could do
irrevocable harm to economy." He warned that many of the economic gains since 2008 could be undone and that the
Impact, whlch would be felt across the country, would have a serious repercussions for the global economy. Secretary
Lew also addressed claims by some members of the Republican Party that a default could be avoided if Treasury
"prioritizes" interest payments on the debt. "These 'prioritization' proposals do not solve the problem," he said. They
would force the Admlnistration to make unthinkable cholces, such as dedding whether to send out Social Security
payments or to pay veterans' benefits. Calling the current path "irresponsible and reckless/' Secretary lew reiterated
the Adminstration's willingness to negotiate over the future direction of long-term fiscal policy, including puttlng
together a comprehensive and balanced package of deficlt reduction proposals, but only after the debt ceiling is raised.
"The simple truth is Congress must get this done," he concluded. !he time to do it is now before any more damage is
done to the U.S. economy."
In the abbreviated question and answer period that followed, committee members hewed farge!yto party lines.
8oth sides asked about the idea of "prioritization." Responding to a question from Sen. 8aucus, Secretary lew called
prioritization "default by another name" He explained that there's no existing method for choosing between different
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obligations. "it was never the policy of this government to be in the position that we would be in if we couldn't pay our
bills," he said.
Sen. Pat Toomey (R-Pa.) asked Secretary Lew for his assurance that if the debt ceiling is not raised, the Treasury
Department will take the necessary steps to ensure that it does not miss a single payment on a U.S. Treasury security.
"The only way to make sure that we can pay all of our obligations is for Congress to act and raise the debt limit,"
respond Secretary Lew. "There is no good solution if Congress falls to raise the debt limit."
Severa! Republican senators asked how much and how long of a debt ceiling increase the President !s seeking. Secretary
Lew stated repeatedly that those decisions are up to Congress but that a longer-term increase is better because it
promotes stability. When asked by Sen. Hatch if the President would sign a two week extension with no strings attached,
Secretary lew said he would need to seethe proposal before offering an opinion. Sen. Bill Nelson (0-Fia.} stated,
however, that such a short-term increase would be counterproductive.
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from:

Sent:
To;
Subject

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:38 AM
NY Hearings Updates
Today's Senate Finance Hearing on the Debt Limit with Treasury Secretary Lew

This morning, the Senate Committee on Finance held a hearing on the debt limit. The sole witness was Treasury
Secretary Jack Lew.
In his opening statement, Committee Chairman Max Baucus (D-Monl) said that a default on the nation's debt would
have "dire consequences.'' Decrying what he referred to as "the extremism of a small group of members In the House of
Representatives," Sen. Baucus urged fellow lawmakers to act quickly to raise the debt limit. "Before any debate, before
any dellberatlon, we need to reopen the government and pay the nation's bills, no strings attached," he sald. Sen.
Baucus then drew attention to a bill he introduced early this week which would extend the nation's borrowing authority
through 2.014. Calling the measure a "short-term solution," he said lt would at !east allow the country to avoid a
"catastrophic default:•
Committee Ranking Member Orrin Hatch {R-Utah) questioned the Administration's line on the debt ceiling. ''!tis
disconcerting to have Administration officials, including you, publicly questioning sentiments of Americans and financial
market participants, and suggesting that people may be too calm ln an apparent effort to whip up uncertainty in the
markets," he told Secretary Lew. Sen. Hatch said that the President has been unwilling to have a "mere conversation" on
entitlement reform. "lf the Obama Administration won't negotiate on entitlements in the context of the debt limit,
when wm they negotiate on entitlements?" he asked rhetorically_
In his testimony, Treasury Secretary Lew did not mince words, stating that a failure to raise the debt ceiling "could do
irrevocable hanm to economy.~ He warned that many of the economic gains since 2D08 could be undone and that the
impact, which would be felt across the country, would have a sertous repercussions for the global economy, Secretary
Lew also addressed claims by some members of the RepubHcan Party that a default could be avoided if Treasury
"prioritizes'' interest payments on the debt ''These 'prioritization' proposals do not solve the problem," he said. They
would force the Administration to make unthinkable choices, such as dedding whether to send out Social Security
payments or to pay veterans' benefits. Calling the current path "irresponsible and reckless/' Secretary Lew reiterated
the Administration's willingness to negotiate over the future direction of long-tenm fiscal policy, induding putting
together a comprehensive and balanced package of deficit reduction proposals, but only after the debt ceHing is raised.
"The simple truth is Congress must get this done," he concluded. "The time to do it is now before any more damage is
done to the U.S. economy.''
In the abbreviated question and answer period that followed, committee members hewed largely to party lines.

Both sides asked about the idea of "prioritization." Responding to a question from Sen. Baucus, Secretary lew called
prioritization "default by another name" He explained that there's no existing method for choosing between different
obligations. "It was never the policy of this government to be in the position that we would be in if we couldn't pay our
bills," he said.
Sen. Pat Toomey {R·Pa.} asked Secretary Lew for his assurance that if the debt ceiling is not raised, the Treasury
Department will take the necessary steps to ensure that it does not miss a single payment on a U.S. Treasury security.
"The only way to make sure that we can pay all of our obligations is for Congress to act and raise the debt limit/'
respond Secretary lew. "There Js no good solution if Congress fails to raise the debt limit."
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Several Republican senators asked how much and how long of a debt ceiling increase the President is seeking. Secretary
Lew stated repeatedly that those decisions are up to Congress but that a longer-term increase is better because it
promotes stability. When asked by Sen. Hatch if the President would sign a two week extension with no strings attached,
Secretary Lew said he would need to see the proposal before offering an opinion. Sen. Bll! Nelson (D-Fla.} stated,
however, that such a short-term increase would be counterproductive.
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From:
Sent
To:

Subject

The debt limit dashboard can be found at the following link;
https:l/marketsource.nvfrb.o.rg/pwbiish/vlew/Oebt Limit Dashboard 101013.pdf
Polltltal Developments
., Although there was no progress made today on a continuing resolution to fund the federal government and end
the current shutdown, now in its tenth day, House Republican lead~ have agreed on a ptan that \'lfOUid extend
the countn(s debt limitbysix-weelg. though the bill would not end the shutdown. Spedf!caUy, the House ls
expected to vote soon on a bill that will suspend the debt limit until November 22, thus giving Congress more
time to debate a longer-term solution. Of note, however. the bill would also place restrictions on the 1 reasury
Department against using any additlonal"extraordinary measures"- though It's unclear exactly how this would
be achieved. Effectively, such legislation would simply extend the date that the Treasury Department exhausts
its "extraordinary measures" from October 17 to November 22. Although President Obama and House
Democrats have both indicated likety support for the extension, Senate Democrats are more wary, suggesting
they would not negotiate a broad budget dea! until the government shutdown ends. Addltlonal!y, Senate
Democrats are still expected to push forward their own legislation that would raise the debt ceiling through
December 2014. However, analysts suggest the Senate plan has a low likelihood of succeeding as it does not
address deficit reductions steps demanded by Republicans, including lowering the costs of entitlement
programs. An initial test vote on the proposed Senate legislation could occur as early as Saturday.
• Treasury Secretary Lew testified this morning before the Senate Finance Committee about the potential impacts
should Congress fail to increase the debt limit. Secretary lew warned the Senate panel that the growing
uncertainty surrounding the debt limit was starting to have a negative impact on U.S. financial markets,
specifically citing the rise in short-term Treasury yields. Additionally, Secretary lew said that prioritizing
payments was simply a ''default by another name" and would cause "irrevocable damage". The full testimony
can he found here: htt:::•:/lwww:rreaswfY.govLgress-center[press·releases/Pages/ll2182.aspx
Market Impact
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•

•

Perc~ived optimism over a potential short-term resolution that would forestall the looming debt ceiling was
cited by market participants across various asset classes as contributing to today's sharp rise in risky assets.
Most global «JUity indices traded sharply higher on the news, with the S&P 500 index Increasing more than 2
percent on the day. The DXV dollar index was also modestly higher today, while the cost of insuring U.S, debt
through credit default swaps (COS) over one year declined modestly to 59 basis points.
Amid the development, very near dated Treasyry bill rates out to mid-November maturities declined by as
many as 17 basis points, while in contrast, late November and December bll!s that would presumably be prone
to debt ceiling risks under such an agreement rose by as many as g basis points. Dealers reported a notable
pickup in demand for very short bills from a variety of real money accounts, central banks, and some money
market funds, although they cautioned that liquidity remains strained in both bills and short-dated coupons. In
regards to the cheapening in late November and December bills, Dealers did not report particularly strong flows
backing the price action.
Overnight Treasury GC repo opened around 23 basis points and generally transacted around that level over the
session. The GCF Repo indices for Treasury, agency and agency Ml3S collateral printed at 23, 24, and 25 basis
points. Market participants continued to note reports of amending documentation to exclude certain securities
from GC repo eligibility. Reports of a proposal for a short-term extension to the debt ceiling deadline prompted
a moderation of secured fundlng conditions, with implied rates on near-dated Treasury GCF futures declining as
many as 3 basis points. Contacts also reported an easing of conditions in term GC repo markets, with trades to
November 15 quoted at 15 basis points. Regular settlement trades for Treasury GC repo are centered at 18 basis
points, pointing to a decline in overnightrepo rates in tomorrow's trading session. Unsecured money markets
continue to operate normally.

"*Many .thanks to OMM and TMP for their contributions.

Markets
Federal Reserve Sank of New York

Direct:~~~~=~~~~~·
BlackBerry;
Trading D e s k : -
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From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

-

Some air coming out of the sails for the tentative agreement:
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The debt limit dashboard can be found at the following link:
lv:tps://marketsmJtce.nyJro.org/pubHsh/v:ew/De:bt Limit Dashboard 101013.odf
Political Developments
" Although there was no progress made today on a continuing resolution to fund the federal government and end
the current shutdown, now Jn lts tenth day, House Republican leaders have agreed on a plan that would extend
the countp/s debt limit bv six-weeks. though the bill would not end the shutdown. Specifically, the House is
expected to vote soon on a bllt that will suspend the debt !lmit until November 22, thus giving Congress more
time to debate a longer-term :solution. Of note, however, the bill would also place restrictions on the Treasury
Department against uslng any additional "extraordinary measures"- though it's unclear exactly how this would
be achieved, Effectively, such legislation would simply extend the date that the Treasury Department exhausts
its "extraordinary measures" from October 17 to November 22. Although President Obama and House
Democrats have both indicated likely support for the extension, Senate Democrats are more wary, suggesting
they would not negotiate a broad budget deal until the government shutdown ends. Additionally, Senate
Democrats are still expected to push forward their own legislation that would raise the debt ceiling through
December 2014. However, analysts suggest the Senate plan has a low likelihood of succeeding as it does not
address deficit reductions steps demanded by Republicans, jndudlng lowering the costs of entitlement
programs. An initial test vote on the proposed Senate legislation could occur as early as Saturday.
• Treasury Secre~ry Lew testified this morning before the Senate Finance Committee about the potential impacts
should Congress fall to increase the debt limit. Secretary lew warned the Senate panel that the growing
uncertainty surrounding the debt limit was starting to have a negative impact on U.S. financial markets,
specifically dting the rise in short~term Treasury yields. Additionally, Secretary lew sa!d that prioritizing
payments was simply a "default by another name" and would cause "lrrevocable damage", The full testlmony
can be found here: http:Uwww.treasuw.gov/press-center/press-n:!'eases/?ages/il1132.asgx

Market Impact
"' Percelved optimism over a potential short·term resolution that would forestall the looming debt ce!!ing was
cited by market participants across various asset classes as contributing to today's sharp rise in rlsky assets,
Most global eguitx indices traded sharply higher on the news, with the S&P 500 index Increasing more than 2
percent on the day.The DX¥ dollar index was also modestly higher today, while the cost of insuring U.S, debt
through credit default swaps (CDS} over one year declined modestly to 59 basis points.
• Amid the development, very near dated Treawry bill rates out to mid-November maturities dedlned by as
many as 17 basis pofnt:s, while in contrast, late November and December bf!ls that would presumably be prone
to debt ceiUng risks under such an agreement rose by as many as 8 basis points. Dealers reported a notable
pickup in demand for very short bills from a variety of rea! money accounts, central banks, and some money
market funds, although they cautioned that liquidity remains strained in both bills and short-dated coupons. In
regards to the cheapening in late November and December bills, Dealers did not report particularly strong flows
backing the price action.
• Overnight Trgasurv GC repg opened around 23 basis points and generally transacted around that level overthe
session. The GCF Repo indices for Treasury, agency and agency MBS collateral printed at 23, 24, and 25 basis
points. Market participants continued to note reports of amending documentation to exclude certain securities
from GC repo eligibility. Reports of a proposal for a short-term extension to the debt ceiling deadline prompted
a moderation of secured funding conditions, with implied rates on near-dated Treasury GCF futures declining as
many as 3 basis points. Contacts also reported an easing of conditions in term GCrepo markets, with trades to
November 15 quoted at 15 basis points. Regular settlement trades for Treasury GC repo are centered at 18 basis
2.
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points, pointing to a decline in overnight repo rates in tomorrow's trading session. Unsecured money markets
continue to operate normally.

**Many thanks to DMM and TMP for their contributions.

-

Markets Group
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
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from:

Sent

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:57 PM
NY FISG - Senior Officers; NV FISG FMIF Management

To;
Subject~

Today's update from Markets,

from:Sent: Thursday October

Subject: Debt limit Update 10.10.2013 -FRSONLYThe debt limit dashboard can be found at the following link:
https://marketsource.ny.frb.orgioublish[viewLDebt Limit Dashboard 101013.pdf

Political Developments
•

•

CONFIDENTIAL

Although there was no progre$s made today on a continuing resolution to fund the federal government and end
the current shutdown, now in its tenth day, House Republican leaders have agreed on a elan that would extend
the countr(s debt limit by six-weeks, though the bill would not end the shutdown. Specifically, the House is
expected to vote soon on a bill that will suspend the debt limit until November 22, thus giving Congress more
time to debate a longer-term solution. Of note, however, the bill would also place restrictions on the Treasury
Department against using any additional "extraordinary measures"- though it's unclear exactly how this would
be achieved. Effectively, such legislation would simply extend the date that the Treasury Department exhausts
its "extraordinary measures" from October 17 to November 22. Although ?resident Obama and House
Democrats have both indicated likely support for the extension, Senate Democrats are more wary, suggesting
they would not negotiate a broad budget deal until the government shutdown ends. Additionally, Senate
Democrats are still expected to push forward their own legislation that would raise the debt ceiling through
December 2014. However, analysts suggest the Senate plan has a low likelihood of succeeding as it does not
address deficit reductions steps demanded by Republicans, including lowering the costs of entitlement
programs. An initial test vote on the proposed Senate legislation could occur as early as Saturday.
Treasury Secretary lew testified this morning before the Senate finance Committee about the potential impacts
should Congress fail to increase the debt limit. Secretary Lew warned the Senate panel that the growing
uncertainty surrounding the debt limit was starting to have a negative impact on U.S. financial markets,
specifically citing the rise in short-term Treasury ylelds. Additionally, Secretary Lew said that prioritizing
payments was simply a "default by another name" and would cause "irrevocable damage". The full testimony
can be found here: 1tto:lfwww.treaSJ.lf)'.gov[press-center/oress-re!eases/Pages/i'2182.asgx
1
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Market Impact

,.

Perceived optimism over a potential short-term resolution that would forestall the looming debt ceiling was
cited bymarket participants across various asset classes as contributing to today's sharp rise in risky assets.
Most global egultv indices traded sharply highen:m the news, with the S&P 500 index increasing more than 2
percent on the day. The DXY dollar index was also modestly higher today, while the cost of insuring U.S. debt
through credit default swaps (CDS} over one year declined modestly to 59 basis points.

"

Amid the development, very near dated Treasury but rates out to mid-November maturities declined by as
many as 17 basis points, whl!e in contrast, late November and December bills that would presumably be prone
to debt ceiling risks under such an agreement rose by as many as 8 basis points. Dealers reported a notable
pickup in demand for very short bills from a variety of real money accounts, central banks, and some money
marl<et funds, although they cautioned that liquidity remains strained in both bills and short-dated coupons. In
regards to the cheapening ln late November and December bills, Dealers did not report particularly strong flows
backing the price action.
Overnight Treasurv GC repo opened around 23 basis points and generallY transacted around that level over the
session. The GCF Repo indices for Treasury, agency and agency MBS collateral printed at 2.3, 24, and 25 basis
points. Market participants continued to note reports of amending documentation to exclude certain securities
from GC repo eligibility. Reports of a proposal for a short-term extension to the debt ceiling deadline prompted
a moderation of secured funding conditions, with implied rates on near-dated Treasury GCF futures declining as
many as 3 basis points. Contacts also reported an easing of conditions in term GC repo markets, with trades to
November 15 quoted at 15 basis points. Regular settlement trades for Treasury GC repo are centered at 18 basis
points, pointing to a decline in overnight repo rates in tomorrow's trading session. Unsecured money markets
continue to operate normally.

"

*•Many thanks to DMM and TMP for their contributions.

-

Markets Group

Federal Reserve Bank of New York
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Appendix 7
Preparing for a Potential Debt Ceiling Event (October 3, 2013)
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Appendix 8
Summary Notes of Oct. 7 Debt Ceiling Meeting (October 8, 2013)
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Appendix 9
Agenda Topic for Sept. 30 Conference of First Vice Presidents (September 20, 2013)
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Appendix 10
Draft Email for President Dudley (October 7, 2013)
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Appendix 11
Debt Ceiling Prep (September 23, 2013)
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Appendix 12
Handwritten Debt Ceiling Meeting Notes of NHZ<RUN)HG Employees
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Appendix 13
Email Regarding March 2013 Draft Fedwire Securities Contingency Procedures
(September 27, 2013)
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Letter from Alastair Fitzpayne, Assistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs, U.S.
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1. Would the New York Fed, or any other governmental department, agency, or
instrumentality involved with the operations of the Fedwire Securities System, be capable
of identifying any payments that are not timely made utilizing the Fedwire Securities
System.
The Fedwire Securities System is only used to make the following payments:
Payments (a) of principal to security holders when securities held in the system are redeemed or
mature, (b) of interest to security holders for securities held in the system, and (c) in connection
with the purchase of securities on original issuance on the system or, at the request of the seller
of the securities, in a secondary market transaction that results in the transfer of the security
against payment on the books of the Reserve Banks. We assume for purposes of this question
that you are only interested in principal and interest payments on U.S. Treasury securities held
on the Fedwire Securities System.
As noted in the Payment System Risk Policy issued by the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System and available at
http://www.federalreserve.gov/paymentsystems/psr_policy.htm, the Fedwire Securities System is
designed such that principal and interest payments relating to U.S. Treasury and government
agency securities are automatically credited to Reserve Bank customer accounts by 9:15 a.m. E.T.
on the payment date. Accordingly, with respect to a specific Treasury security, in addition to the
New York Fed and the Treasury Department, any party that holds such security directly in an
account with a Reserve Bank (generally financial institutions) would be capable of identifying any
payments of principal and interest that are not timely made under the terms of the Policy with
respect to such security.
2. If the Treasury Department instructed the New York Fed to make certain payments over
the Fedwire Securities System while directing that it forbear from making certain other
payments, or if the Treasury Department gave such instructions directly to the Fedwire
Securities System, could the Fedwire Securities System operate consistent with such
instructions? If so, please assess the feasibility of accommodating that instruction; if not,
please assess the feasibility of programming the Fedwire Securities System so that it
could accommodate such an instruction.
As noted in the response to question 1, the only Treasury payments made over the
Fedwire Securities System are principal and interest payments on Treasury securities. We
therefore interpret your question to be whether the New York Fed could forbear making
payments of principal and interest on Treasury securities. So long as the Treasury Department
directed the New York Fed to refrain from making a scheduled principal and/or interest payment
on a specific security before approximately 7:30 a.m. on the payment date, the New York Fed
could take steps to prevent the payment from automatically occurring as scheduled. It is not
operationally feasible to direct the New York Fed to pay only certain holders of the security or to
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pay all holders of the security some lessor amount, and programming the applicable software to
do so would likely require a multi-year development effort and a significant investment of
financial resources.
There are other factors that might require the Treasury Department to make its decision to
refrain from paying principal known to the New York Fed well before the 7:30 a.m. cutoff noted
above. Specifically, in order to enable a Treasury security that is scheduled to mature to remain
transferable on the Fedwire Securities Service from one Fedwire Securities account to another on
and after the scheduled maturity date, the New York Fed must receive direction from the
Treasury that it will not pay principal before the New York Fed completes its Fedwire Securities
Service end of day processing on the business day before the scheduled maturity date.
3. Has the New York Fed, in its role as the operator of the Fedwire Securities System, ever
engaged in any planning (whether in coordination with or independent from the Treasury
Department) to consider how or whether to continue making principal and interest
payments on Treasury debt if the nation’s borrowing limit is not raised.
The New York Fed has taken steps to determine the operational capabilities of the
Fedwire Securities System to continue making a scheduled principal and/or interest payment
subject to a determination that the Treasury General Account is projected to have a sufficient
cash balance or, upon instruction from Treasury, to refrain from automatically making a
scheduled principal and/or interest payment or to make transferable a matured but defaulted
Treasury security. The New York Fed has also identified the timeframes within which certain
decisions would have to be made in order to allow the New York Fed to delay a scheduled
principal and/or interest payment or to ensure the transferability of a matured but defaulted
Treasury security, as described above in the response to question 2.
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